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Abstrat
It is shown how derived brakets naturally arise in sigma-models via Poisson- or antibraket, generalizing
a reent observation by Alekseev and Strobl. On the way to a preise formulation of this relation, an
expliit oordinate expression for the derived braket is obtained. The generalized Nijenhuis tensor of
generalized omplex geometry is shown to oinide up to a de-Rham losed term with the derived braket
of the struture with itself and a new oordinate expression for this tensor is presented. The insight is
applied to two known two-dimensional sigma models in a bakground with generalized omplex struture.
Introdutions to geometri brakets on the one hand and to generalized omplex geometry on the other hand
are given in the appendix.
∗
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1 Introdution
There are quite a lot of dierent geometri brakets oating around in the literature, like Shouten braket,
Nijenhuis braket or in generalized omplex geometry the Dorfman braket and Courant braket, to list just
some of them. They are often related to integrability onditions for some strutures on manifolds. The vanishing
of the Nijenhuis braket of a omplex struture with itself, for example, is equivalent to its integrability. The
same is true for the Shouten braket and a Poisson struture. The above brakets an be unied with the
onept of derived brakets [1℄. Within this onept, they are all just natural extensions of the Lie-braket of
vetor elds to higher rank tensor elds.
It is well known that the antibraket appearing in the Lagrangian formalism for sigma models is losely related
to the Shouten-braket in target spae. In addition it was reently observed by Alekseev and Strobl that the
Dorfman braket for sums of vetors and one-forms appears naturally in two dimensional sigma models
1
[2℄. This
was generalized by Bonelli and Zabzine [4℄ to a derived braket for sums of vetors and p-forms on a p-brane2.
These observations lead to the natural question whether there is a general relation between the sigma-model
Poisson braket or antibraket and derived brakets in target spae. Working out the preise relation for sigma
models with a speial eld ontent but undetermined dimension and dynamis, is the major subjet of the
present paper.
One of the motivations for this artile, was the appliation to generalized omplex geometry. The importane
of the latter in string theory is due to the observation that eetive spaetime supersymmetry after ompati-
ation requires the ompatiation manifold to be a generalized Calabi-Yau manifold [5,3,6,7,8,9℄. Deviations
from an ordinary Calabi Yau manifold are due to uxes and also the onept of mirror symmetry an be gen-
eralized in this ontext. There are numerous other important artiles on the subjet, like e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13, 14℄
and many more. A more omplete list of referenes an be found in [9℄. A major part of the onsiderations
so far was done from the supergravity point of view. Target spae supersymmetry is, however, related to an
N = 2 supersymmetry on the worldsheet. For this reason the relation between an extended worldsheet su-
persymmetry and the presene of an integrable generalized omplex struture (GCS) was studied in [15℄ (the
reviews [16, 17℄ on generalized omplex geometry have this relation in mind). Zabzine laried in [18℄ the re-
lation in a model independent way in a Hamiltonian desription and showed that the existene of a seond
non-manifest worldsheet supersymmetry Q2 in an N = 1 sigma-model is equivalent to the existene of an inte-
grable GCS J . It is the observation that the integrability of the GCS J an be written as the vanishing of a
generalized braket [J ,J ]B = 0 whih leads to the natural question, whether there is a diret mapping between
[J ,J ]B = 0&J
2 = −1 on the one side and {Q2,Q2} = 2P on the other side. This will be a natural applia-
tion in subsetion 3.2 of the more general preeding onsiderations about the relation between (super-)Poisson
brakets in sigma models with speial eld ontent and derived brakets in the target spae.
A seond interesting appliation is Zuhini's Hithin-sigma-model [19℄. There are two more papers on that
subjet [20, 21℄, but the present disussion refers only to the rst one. Zuhini's model is a two dimensional
sigma-model in a target spae with a generalized omplex struture (GCS). The sigma-model is topologial when
the GCS is integrable, while the inverse does not hold. The ondition for the sigma model to be topologial is the
master equation (S,S) = 0. Again we might wonder whether there is a diret mapping between the antibraket
and S on the one hand and the geometri braket and J on the other hand and it will be shown in subsetion 3.1
how this mapping works as an appliation of the onsiderations in subsetion 2.5. In order to understand more
about geometri brakets in general, however, it was neessary to dive into Kosmann-Shwarzbah's review on
derived brakets [1℄ whih led to observations that go beyond the appliation to the integrability of a GCS .
The struture of the paper is as follows: The general relation between sigma models and derived brakets
in target spae will be studied in the next setion. The neessary geometri setup will be established in 2.1.
Although there are no new deep insights in 2.1, the unonventional idea to extend the exterior derivative on forms
to multivetor valued forms (see (2.34) and (2.37)) will provide a tool to write down a oordinate expression for
the general derived braket between multivetor valued forms (2.51) whih to my knowledge does not yet exist
in literature. The main results in setion 2, however, are the propositions 1 on page 14 and 1b on page 26 for
the relation between the Poisson-braket in a sigma-model with speial eld ontent and the derived braket in
the target spae, and the proposition 3b on page 19 for the relation between the antibraket in a sigma-model
and the derived braket in target spae. Proposition 2 on page 16 is just a short quantum onsideration whih
only works for the partile ase. In setion 3 the propositions 1b and 3b are nally applied to the two examples
whih were mentioned above.
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In [2℄, the non-symmetri braket is alled 'Courant braket'. Following e.g. Gualtieri [3℄ or [1℄, it will be alled 'Dorfman
braket' in this paper, while 'Courant braket' is reserved for its antisymmetrization (see (C.31) and (C.38)). ⋄
2
The Vinogradov braket appearing in [4℄ is just the antisymmetrization of a derived braket (see footnote 25 on page 36). ⋄
3
Another result is the relation between the generalized Nijenhuis tensor and the derived braket of J with
itself, given in (3.12). The derivation of this an be found in the appendix on page 44. In addition to this, there
is a new oordinate form of the generalized Nijenhuis tensor presented in (C.58) on page 43, whih might be
easier to memorize than the known ones. There is also a short omment in footnote 28 on page 41 on a possible
relation to Hull's doubled geometry.
Appendix A summarizes the used onventions, while appendix B is an introdution to geometri brak-
ets. Finally, appendix C provides some aspets of generalized omplex geometry whih might be neessary to
understand the two appliations of above.
2 Sigma-model-indued brakets
2.1 Geometri brakets in phase spae formulation
In the following some basi geometri ingredients whih are neessary to formulate derived brakets will be given.
Although there is no sigma model and no physis expliitly involved in this rst subsetion, the presentation
and the tehniques will be very suggestive, s.th. there is visually no big hange when we proeed after that with
onsiderations on sigma-models.
2.1.1 Algebrai brakets
Consider a real dierentiable manifold M . The interior produt with a vetor eld v = vk∂k (in a loal
oordinate basis) ating on a dierential form ρ is a dierential operator in the sense that it dierentiates with
respet to the basis elements of the otangent spae:
3
ıvρ
(r) = r · vkρ
(r)
km1...mr−1
(x) dxm1 · · ·dxmr−1 = vk
∂
∂(dxk)
(ρm1...mrdx
m1 · · ·dxmr ) (2.1)
Let us rename
4
cm ≡ dxm (2.2)
bm ≡ ∂m (2.3)
The vetor v takes loally the form v = vmbm and when we introdue a anonial graded Poisson braket
between cm and bm via {bm, cn} = δnm , we get
ıvρ = {v, ρ} (2.4)
Extending also the loal x-oordinate-spae to a phase spae by introduing the onjugate momentum pm
(whose geometri interpretation we will disover soon), we have altogether the (graded) Poisson braket
{bm, c
n} = δnm = {c
n, bm} (2.5)
{pm, x
n} = δnm = −{x
n, pm} (2.6)
{A,B} = A
←−
∂
∂bk
∂
∂ck
B +A
←−
∂
∂pk
∂
∂xk
B − (−)AB
(
B
←−
∂
∂bk
∂
∂ck
A+B
←−
∂
∂pk
∂
∂xk
A
)
(2.7)
and an write the exterior derivative ating on forms as generated via the Poisson-braket by an odd phase-spae
funtion o(c, p)
o ≡ o(c, p) ≡ ckpk (2.8){
o, ρ(r)
}
= ck {pk, ρm1...mr(x)} c
m1 · · · cmr = dρ(r) (2.9)
The variables cm,bm,x
m
and pm an be seen as oordinates of T
∗(ΠTM), the otangent bundle of the tangent
bundle with parity inversed ber.
3
Note, that a onvention is used, were the prefator
1
r!
whih usually omes along with an r-form is absorbed into the denition
of the wedge-produt. The ommon onventions an for all equations easily be reovered by redening all oeients appropriately,
e.g. ρm1...mr →
1
r!
ρm1...mr . ⋄
4
The similarity with ghosts is of ourse no aident. It is well known (see e.g. [22℄) that ghosts in a gauge theory an be seen
as 1-forms dual to the gauge-vetor elds and the BRST dierential as the sum of the Koszul-Tate dierential (whose homology
implements the restrition to the onstraint surfae) and the longitudinal exterior derivative along the onstraint surfae. In that
sense the present desription orresponds to a topologial theory, where all degrees of freedom are gauged away. But we will not
neessarily always view cm as ghosts in the following. So let us in the beginning see cm just as another name for dxm. We do not
yet assume an underlying sigma-model, i.e. bm and c
m
do not neessarily depend on a worldsheet variable. ⋄
4
Interior produt and quantization
Given a multivetor valued form K(k,k
′)
of form degree k and multivetor degree k′, it reads in the loal
oordinate path with the new symbols
K(k,k
′) ≡ K(k,k
′)(x, c, b) ≡ Km1...mk
n1...nk′ (x) cm1 · · · cmkbn1 · · · bnk′ ≡ Km...m
n...n
(2.10)
The notation K(x, c, b) should stress, that K is loally a (smooth on a C∞ manifold) funtion of the phase
spae variables whih will later be used for analyti ontinuation (x will be allowed to take -number values of
a superfuntion). The last expression in the above equation introdues a shemati index notation whih is
useful to write down the expliit oordinate form for lengthy expressions. See in the appendix A at page 29 for
a more detailed desription of its denition. It should, however, be self-explanatory enough for a rst reading
of the artile
One an dene a natural generalization of the interior produt with a vetor ıv to an interior produt
with a multivetor valued form ıK ating on some r-form (in fat, it is more like a ombination of an interior
and an exterior produt  see footnote 23 on page 34 , but we will stik to this name)
ıK(k,k′)ρ
(r) ≡ (k′)!
(
r
k′
)
Km...m
l1...lk′ρlk′ ...l1m...m︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
= (2.11)
= Km1...mk
n1...nk′cm1 · · · cmk
{
bn1 ,
{
· · · ,
{
bnk′ , ρ
(r)
}}}
(2.12)
= Km1...mk
n1...nk′cm1 · · · cmk
∂
∂cn1
· · ·
∂
∂cnk′
ρ(r) (2.13)
It is a derivative of order k′ and thus not a derivative in the usual sense like ıv. The third line shows the reason
for the normalization of the rst line, while the seond line is added for later onveniene. The interior produt
is ommonly used as an embedding of the multivetor valued forms in the spae of dierential operators ating
on forms, i.e. K → ıK , s.th. strutures of the latter an be indued on the spae of multivetor valued forms.
In (2.13) the interior produt ıK an be seen, up to a fator of ~/i, as the quantum operator orresponding
to K, where the form ρ plays the role of a wave funtion. The natural ordering is here to put the onjugate
momenta to the right. We an therefore x the following quantization rule (orresponding to bˆ = ~
i
∂
∂c
)
Kˆ(k,k
′) ≡
(
~
i
)k′
ıK(k,k′) (2.14)
with ıK(k,k′) = Km...m
n1...nk′
∂k
′
∂cn1 · · · ∂cnk′
(2.15)
The (graded) ommutator of two interior produts indues an algebrai braket due to Buttin [23℄, whih is
dened via
[ıK(k,k′) , ıL(l,,l′) ] ≡ ı[K,L]∆ (2.16)
A short alulation, using the obvious generalization of ∂nx (f(x)g(x)) =
∑n
p=0
(
n
p
)
∂pxf(x)∂
n−p
x g(x) leads to
ıKıL =
∑
p≥0
ı
ı
(p)
K
L
= ıK∧L +
∑
p≥1
ı
ı
(p)
K
L
(2.17)
where we introdued the interior produt of order p
ı
(p)
K(k,k
′) ≡
(
k′
p
)
Km...m
n...nl1...lp
∂p
∂cn1 · · · ∂cnp
= (2.18)
=
1
p!
K
←−
∂ p
∂bnp · · · ∂bn1
∂p
∂cn1 · · · ∂cnp
(2.19)
⇒ ı
(p)
K(k,k
′)L
(l,l′) = (−)(k
′−p)(l−p)p!
(
k′
p
)(
l
p
)
Km...m
n...nl1...lpLlp...l1m...m
n...n
(2.20)
5
whih ontrats only p of all k′ upper indies and therefore oinides with the interior produt of above when
ating on forms for p = k′ and with the wedge produt for p = 0.
ı
(k′)
K(k,k
′)ρ = ıK(k,k′)ρ, ı
(0)
K L = K ∧ L (2.21)
Using (2.17) the algebrai braket [ , ]∆ dened in (2.16) an thus be written as
[K(k,k
′), L(l,l
′)]∆ =
∑
p≥1
ı
(p)
K L− (−)
(k−k′)(l−l′)ı
(p)
L K︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡[K,L]∆
(p)
(2.22)
(2.20) provides the expliit oordinate form of this algebrai braket. From (2.19) we reover the known fat
that the p = 1 term of the algebrai braket is indued by the Poisson-braket and therefore is itself an algebrai
braket, alled the big braket [1℄ or Buttin's algebrai braket [23℄
[K,L]∆(1) = ı
(1)
K L− (−)
(k−k′)(l−l′)ı
(1)
L K
(2.19)
= {K,L} = (2.23)
(2.20)
= (−)(k
′−1)(l−1)k′l Km...m
n...nl1Ll1m...m
n...n + (2.24)
−(−)(k−k
′)(l−l′)(−)(l
′−1)(k−1)l′k Lm...m
n...nl1Kl1m...m
n...n
For k′ = l′ = 1 it redues to the Rihardson-Nijenhuis braket (B.63) for vetor valued forms. In [1℄ the big
braket is desribed as the anonial Poisson struture on
∧•(T ⊕ T ∗) whih mathes with the observation in
(2.23). The braket takes an espeially pleasant oordinate form for generalized multivetors as is presented in
equation (C.77) on page 45.
The multivetor-degree of the p-th term of the omplete algebrai braket (2.22) is (k′ + l′ − p), so that we
an rewrite (2.16) in terms of quantum-operators (2.14) in the following way:[
Kˆ(k,k
′), Lˆ(l,l
′)
]
=
∑
p≥1
(
~
i
)p
̂
[K,L]
∆
(p) = (2.25)
=
(
~
i
)
{̂K,L}+
∑
p≥2
(
~
i
)p
̂
[K,L]
∆
(p) (2.26)
The Poisson braket is, as it should be, the leading order of the quantum braket.
2.1.2 Extended exterior derivative and the derived braket of the ommutator
In the previous subsetion the ommutator of dierential operators indued (via the interior produt as em-
bedding) an algebrai braket on the embedded tensors. Also other strutures from the operator spae an be
indued on the tensors. Having the ommutator at hand, one an build the derived braket (see footnote
20 on page 33) of the ommutator by additionally ommuting the rst argument with the exterior derivative.
Being interested in the indued struture on multivetor valued forms, we onsider as arguments only interior
produts with those multivetor valued forms
[ıK ,dıL] ≡ [[ıK ,d] , ıL] (2.27)
One an likewise use other dierentials to build a derived braket, e.g. the twisted dierential [d+H, . . .] with
an odd losed formH , whih leads to so alled twisted brakets. Let us restrit to dfor the moment. The derived
braket is in general not skew-symmetri but it obeys a graded Jaobi-identity and is therefore what one alls
a Loday braket. When looking for new brakets, the Jaobi identity is the property whih is hardest to hek.
A mehanism like above, whih automatially provides it is therefore very powerful. The above derived braket
will indue brakets like the Shouten braket or even the Dorfman braket of generalized omplex geometry
on the tensors. In general, however, the interior produts are not losed under its ation, i.e. the result of
the braket annot neessarily be written as ıK˜ for some K˜. An expression for a general braket on the tensor
level, whih redues in the orresponding ases to the well known brakets therefore does not exist. Instead
one normally has to derive the brakets in the speial ases separately. In the following, however, a natural
approah is disussed inluding the new variable pm, introdued in (2.6), whih leads to an expliit oordinate
expression for the general braket. This expression is of ourse tensorial only in the mentioned speial ases,
6
that is when terms with pm vanish. This is not an artiial proedure, as the onjugate variable pm to x
m
is
always present in sigma-models, and it will in turn explain the geometri meaning of pm.
The exterior derivative dating on forms is usually not dened ating on multivetor valued forms (otherwise
we ould build the derived braket of the algebrai braket (2.22) by d without lifting everything to operators via
the interior produt). But via {o,K(k,k
′)} we an, at least formally, dene a dierential on multivetor valued
forms. The result, however, ontains the variable pk whih we have not yet interpreted geometrially. After
extending the denition of the interior produt to objets ontaining pm, we will get the relation [d, ıK ] = ı{o,K},
i.e. {o, . . .} an be seen as an indued dierential from the spae of operators. For forms ω(q), this simply reads
[d, ıω] = ıdω. The denition dK ≡ {o,K} thus seems to be a reasonable extension of the exterior derivative to
multivetor valued forms. Let us rst provide the neessary denitions.
Consider a phase spae funtion, whih is of arbitrary order in the variable pk
T (t,t
′,t′′)(x, c, b, p) ≡ Tm1...mt
n1...nt′k1...kt′′ (x) cm1 · · · cmtbm1 · · · bmt′ pk1 · · · pkt′′ (2.28)
T is symmetrized in k1 . . . kt′′ ,while it is antisymmetrized in the remaining indies. Using the usual quantization
rules b→ ~
i
∂
∂c
and p→ ~
i
∂
∂x
with the indiated ordering (onjugate momenta to the right) while still insisting
on (2.14) as the relation between quantum operator and interior produt, we get an extended denition of the
interior produt (2.12,2.13):
ıT (t,t′,t′′) ≡
(
i
~
)t′+t′′
Tˆ (t,t
′,t′′) ≡ (2.29)
≡ Tm1...mt
n1...nt′k1...kt′′ cm1 · · · cmt
∂t
′
∂cn1 · · · ∂cnt′
∂t
′′
∂xk1 · · · ∂xkt′′
= (2.30)
ıT (t,t′ ,t′′)ρ
(r) = Tm1...mt
n1...nt′k1...kt′′ cm1 · · · cmt
{
bn1 ,
{
· · · ,
{
bnt′ ,
{
pk1 ,
{
· · · ,
{
pkt′′ , ρ
(r)
}}}}}}
= (2.31)
= (t′)!
(
r
t′
)
Tm...m
n1...nt′k1...kt′′
∂t
′′
∂xk1 · · · ∂xkt′′
ρ(r)nt′ ...n1m...m (2.32)
The operator ıT will serve us as an embedding of T (a phase spae funtion, whih lies in the extension of the
spae of multivetor valued forms by the basis element pk) into the spae of dierential operators ating on
forms. Beause of the partial derivatives with respet to x, the last line is not a tensor and T in that sense not a
well dened geometri objet. Nevertheless it an be a building blok of a geometrially well dened objet, for
example in the denition of the exterior derivative on multivetor valued forms whih we suggested above.
Namely, if we dene
5
dK(k,k
′) ≡
{
o,K(k,k
′)
}
= (2.33)
= ∂mKm...m
n...n − (−)k−k
′
k′ ·Km...m
n...nkpk (2.34)
We get via our extended embedding (2.32) the nie relation
6
ıdKρ = [d, ıK ] ρ
(B.48)
= −(−)k−k
′
LKρ (2.35)
with LKρ = (k
′)!
(
r
k′ − 1
)
Km...m
l1...lk′∂lk′ρlk′−1...l1m...m +
−(−)k−k
′
(k′)!
(
r
k′
)
∂mKm...m
l1...lk′ρlk′ ...l1m...m (2.36)
5
This an of ourse be seen as a BRST dierential, whih is well known to be the sum of the longitudinal exterior derivate plus
the Koszul Tate dierential. However, as the onstraint surfae in our ase orresponds to the onguration spae (pk would be the
rst lass onstraint generating the BRST-transformation), it is reasonable to regard the BRST dierential as a natural extension
of the exterior derivative of the onguration spae. ⋄
6
The exterior derivative on forms has already earlier (2.9) been seen to oinide with the Poisson braket with o, whih an be
used to demonstrate (2.35):
[d, ıK ] ρ = d(ıKρ) − (−)
|K|ıK(dρ) =
= {o, ıKρ} − (−)
|K|ıK {o, ρ} =
(2.12)
= ∂m1Km2...mk+1
n1...nk′ cm1 · · · cmk+1
n
bn1 ,
n
bn2 ,
n
· · · ,
n
bn
k′
, ρ(r)
ooo
+
+(−)kk′ ·Km1...mk
n1...nk′ cm1 · · ·cmk
n
{o,bn1}| {z }
pn1
,
n
bn2 ,
n
· · · ,
n
bnk′ , ρ
(r)
oooo
(2.31)
=
(2.34)
ıdKρ ⋄
7
LKρ is the natural generalization of the Lie derivative with respet to vetors ating on forms, whih is given
similarly Lvρ = [ıv,d]ρ. As ıK is a higher order derivative, also LK is a higher order derivative. Nevertheless, it
will be alled Lie derivative with respet to K in this paper. Let us again reall this fat: if pk appears in a
ombination like dK, there is a well dened geometri meaning and dK is up to a sign nothing else than the Lie
derivative with respet to K, when embedded in the spae of dierential operators on forms. The ommutator
with the exterior derivative is a natural dierential in the spae of dierential operators ating on forms, and
via the embedding it indues the dierential d on K. It should perhaps be stressed that the above denition
of dK orresponds to an extended ation of the exterior derivative whih ats also on the basis elements of the
tangent spae
d(∂m) = pm (2.37)
This approah will enable us to give expliit oordinate expressions for the derived braket of multivetor valued
forms even in the general ase where the result is not a tensor: In the spae of dierential operators on forms,
we have the ommutator [ıK , ıL] and its derived braket (B.51) [ıK ,dıL] ≡ [[ıK ,d], ıL], while on the spae of
multivetor valued forms we have the algebrai braket [K,L]
∆
and want to dene its derived braket up to
a sign as [dK,L]∆. To this end we also have to extend the denition (2.18,2.19) of ı(p), whih appears in the
expliit expression of the algebrai braket in (2.22) to objets that ontain pk. This is done in a way that the
old equations for the algebrai braket remain formally the same. So let us dene
7
ı
(p)
T (t,t
′ ,t′′) ≡
≡
p∑
q=0
(
t′
q
)(
t′′
p− q
)
Tm...m
n...ni1...iq , iq+1...ipk1...kt′′−p+qpk1 · · · pkt′′−p+q
∂p
∂ci1 . . . ∂ciq∂xiq+1 . . . ∂xip
(2.38)
=
1
p!
p∑
q=0
(
p
q
)
T
←−
∂ p
∂pip . . . ∂piq+1∂biq . . . ∂bi1
∂p
∂ci1 . . . ∂ciq∂xiq+1 . . . ∂xip
(2.39)
For p = t′+ t′′ it oinides with the full interior produt (2.32): ı
(t′+t′′)
T (t,t
′ ,t′′) = ıT (t,t′ ,t′′) . In addition we have with
this denition (after some alulation) ı
(p)
dT = [d, ı
(p)
T ] and in partiular
ı
(p)
dK = [d, ı
(p)
K ] (2.40)
and the equations for the algebrai braket (2.16-2.22) indeed remain formally the same for objets ontaining
pm
[ıT (t,t′ ,t′′) , ıT˜ (t˜,t˜′,t˜′′) ] ≡ ı[T,T˜ ]∆ (2.41)
ıT ıT˜ =
∑
p≥0
ı
ı
(p)
T
T˜
(2.42)
[T (t,t
′,t′′), T˜ (t˜,t˜
′,t˜′′)]∆ ≡
∑
p≥1
ı
(p)
T T˜ − (−)
(t−t′)(t˜−t˜′)ı
(p)
T˜
T︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡[T,T˜ ]∆
(p)
(2.43)
[T, T˜ ]∆(1) =
{
T, T˜
}
(2.44)
whih we an again rewrite in terms of quantum-operators (2.14) as[
Tˆ (k,k
′), ˆ˜T (l,l
′)
]
=
∑
p≥1
(
~
i
)p ̂[
T, T˜
]∆
(p)
= (2.45)
=
(
~
i
) {̂
T, T˜
}
+
∑
p≥2
(
~
i
)p ̂[
T, T˜
]∆
(p)
(2.46)
It should be stressed that  although very useful  ı(p) is unfortunately NOT a geometri operation any longer
in general, in the sense that ı
(p)
dKL and also ı
(p)
L dK do not have a well dened geometri meaning, although dK
7
Note that
Pp
q=0
„
t′
q
«„
t′′
p − q
«
=
„
t′ + t′′
p
«
⋄
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and L have. ıdKρ and ı
(p)
K L are in ontrast well dened. ı
(p)
dKL, for example, should rather be understood as a
building blok of a oordinate alulation whih ombines only in ertain ombinations (e.g. the braket [ , ]∆)
to s.th. geometrially meaningful.
We are now ready to dene the derived braket of the algebrai braket for multivetor valued forms (see
footnote 20 on page 33)[
K(k,k
′),L(l,l
′)
]
≡ [K,d L]
∆ ≡ −(−)k−k
′
[dK,L]∆ = (2.47)
=
∑
p≥1
−(−)k−k
′
ı
(p)
dKL+ (−)
(k+1−k′)(l−l′)+k−k′ ı
(p)
L dK = (2.48)
=
∑
p≥1
−(−)k−k
′
ı
(p)
dKL+ (−)
(k−k′+1)(l−l′+1)(−)l−l
′
ı
(p)
dLK + (−)
(k−k′)(l−l′)+k−k′
d(ı
(p)
L K) (2.49)
The result is geometrial in the sense that after embedding via the interior produt it is a well dened operator
ating on forms. This is the ase, beause due to our extended denitions we have for all multivetor valued
forms the relation
[[ıK ,d], ıL] = ı[K(k,k′),L(l,l′)] (2.50)
and the lefthand side is ertainly a well dened geometri objet. A onsiderable eort went into getting a
orret oordinate form for the general derived braket and for that reason, let us quikly have a glane at the
nal result, although it is kind of ugly:
8
[K,L] =
∑
p≥1
−(−)k−k
′
(−)(k
′−p)(l−p)p!
(
l
p
)(
k′
p
)
∂mKm...m
n...nl1...lpLlp...l1m...m
n...n +
+(−)k+k
′l+k′+p+pl+pk′p!
(
k
p
)(
l′
p
)
∂mKm...mkp...k1
n...nLm...m
k1...kpn...n +
−(−)k
′l+k′+pl+pk′p!
(
k
p− 1
)(
l′
p
)
∂lKm...mkp−1...k1
n...nLm...m
k1...kp−1ln...n +
+(−)(k
′−p)(l−p+1)p!
(
l
p− 1
)(
k′
p
)
Km...m
n...nl1...lp−1k∂kLlp−1...l1m...m
n...n +
+(−)(k
′−1−p)(l−p)p!(k′ − p)
(
l
p
)(
k′
p
)
Km...m
n...nl1...lpkLlp...l1m...m
n...npk +
−(−)k
′l+l+pk′+lpk′ · p!
(
k
p
)(
l′
p
)
Km...mkp...k1
n...nkLm...m
k1...kpn...npk (2.51)
The result is only a tensor, when both terms with pk on the righthand side vanish, although the omplete
expression is in general geometrially well-dened when onsidered to be a dierential operator ating on forms
via ı[K,L] as this equals per denition the well-dened [[ıK ,d], ıL]. The above oordinate form redues in the
appropriate ases to vetor Lie-braket, Shouten-braket, and (up to a total derivative) to the (Fröhliher)-
Nijenhuis-braket. If one allows as well sums of a vetor and a 1-form, we get the Dorfman braket, and also
the sum of a vetor and a general form gives a result without p.
8
The building bloks are
ı
(p)
dK
L = (−)(k
′−p)(l−p)p!
„
k′
p
«„
l
p
«
∂mKm...m
n...ni1...ipLip...i1m...m
n...n +
−(−)k−k
′
(−)(k
′−1−p)(l−p)(p + 1)!
„
k′
p+ 1
«„
l
p
«
Km...m
n...ni1...ipkLip...i1m...m
n...npk +
−(−)k−k
′
(−)(k
′−p)(l−p+1)p!
„
k′
p
«„
l
p− 1
«
Km...m
n...ni1...ip−1ip∂ipLip−1...i1m...m
n...n
ı
(p)
L dK = (−)
(l′−p)(k+1−p)+pp!
„
k
p
«„
l′
p
«
Lm...m
n...nk1...kp∂mKkp...k1m...m
n...n +
+(−)(l
′−p)(k+1−p)p!
„
k
p − 1
«„
l′
p
«
Lm...m
n...nk1...kp−1l∂lKkp−1...k1m...m
n...n +
−(−)k−k
′
(−)(l
′−p)(k−p)k′ · p!
„
k
p
«„
l′
p
«
Lm...m
n...nk1...kpKkp...k1m...m
n...nkpk ⋄
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Due to our extended denition of the exterior derivative, we an also dene the derived braket of the
big braket (the Poisson braket) via[
K(k,k
′),d L
(l,l′)
]∆
(1)
≡ −(−)k−k
′
[dK,L]
∆
(1) = (2.52)
= −(−)k−k
′
{dK,L} (2.53)
whih is just the p = 1 term of the full derived braket with the expliit oordinate expression
[K,d L]
∆
(1) = −(−)
k−k′ (−)(k
′−1)(l−1)lk′∂mKm...m
n...nl1Ll1m...m
n...n +
−(−)k+k
′l+lkl′∂mKm...mk1
n...nLm...m
k1n...n +
−(−)k
′l+ll′∂lKm...m
n...nLm...m
ln...n +
+(−)(k
′−1)lk′Km...m
n...nk∂kLm...m
n...n +
+(−)k
′(l−1)(k′ − 1)lk′Km...m
n...nl1kLl1m...m
n...npk +
−(−)k
′l+k′k′kl′Km...mk1
n...nkLm...m
k1n...npk (2.54)
[K,L] = [K,d L]
∆
(1) − (−)
k−k′
∑
p≥2
[dK,L]
∆
(p) (2.55)
Also this braket takes a very pleasant oordinate form for generalized multivetors (see (C.79) on page 45).
In ontrast to the full derived braket, we have no guarantee for this derived braket to be geometrial itself.
Let us eventually note how one an easily adjust the extended exterior derivative to the twisted ase:
[d+H∧ , ıK ] ≡ ıdHK (2.56)
dHK = dK + [H,K]
∆
= dK − (−)k−k
′
∑
p≥1
ı
(p)
K H (2.57)
with H being an odd losed dierential form. It should be stressed that d+ H∧ is not a dierential, but on
the operator level its ommutator [d+H∧, . . .] is a dierential and thus the above dened dH is a dierential
as well.
2.2 Sigma-Models
A sigma model is a eld theory whose elds are embedding funtions from a world-volume Σ into a target
spae M , like in string theory. So far there was no sigma-model expliitly involved into our onsiderations.
One an understand the previous subsetion simply as a onvenient way to formulate some geometry. The
phase spae introdued there, however, is like the phase spae of a (point partile) sigma model with only one
world-volume dimension  the time  whih is not showing up in the o-shell phase-spae. Let us now naively
onsider the same setting like before as a sigma model with the oordinates xm depending on some worldsheet
oordinates
9 σµ. The resulting model has a very speial eld ontent, beause its antiommuting elds cm(σ)
have the same index struture as the embedding oordinate xm(σ). In one and two worldvolume-dimensions,
cm an be regarded as worldvolume-fermions, and this will be used in the stringy appliation in 3.2. In general
worldvolume dimensions, cm ould be seen as ghosts, leading to a topologial theory. In any ase the dimension
of the worldvolume will not yet be xed, as the desribed mehanism does not depend on it.
A multivetor valued form on a C∞-manifoldM an loally be regarded as an analyti funtion of xm,dxm ≡
cm and ∂m ≡ bm
K(k,k
′)(x,dx,∂) = Km1...mk
n1...nk′ (x)dxm1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxmk ∧ ∂n1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂nk′ = (2.58)
≡ Km1...mk
n1...nk′ (x)cm1 · · · cmkbn1 · · · bnk′ = K
(k,k′)(x, c, b) (2.59)
For sigma models, xm → xm(σ), pm → pm(σ), cm → cm(σ) and bm → bm(σ) beome dependent on the
worldvolume variables σµ. They are, however, for every σ valid arguments of the funtion K. Frequently only
9
The index µ will not inlude the worldvolume time, when onsidering the phase spae, but it will ontain the time in the
Lagrangian formalism. As this should be lear from the ontext, there will be no notational distintion. ⋄
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the worldvolume oordinate σ will then be denoted as new argument of K, whih has to be understood in the
following sense
K(k,k
′)(σ) ≡ K(k,k
′) (x(σ), c(σ), b(σ)) = Km1...mk
n1...nk′ (x(σ)) · cm1(σ) · · · cmk(σ)bn1(σ) · · · bnk′ (σ) (2.60)
Also funtions depending on pm, like dK(x, c, b, p) in (2.34), or more general a funtion T
(t,t′,t′′)(x, c, b, p) as
in (2.28) are denoted in this way
T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ) ≡ T (t,t
′,t′′) (x(σ), c(σ), b(σ), p(σ)) (see (2.28)) (2.61)
e.g. dK(σ) ≡ dK (x(σ), c(σ), b(σ), p(σ)) (see (2.34)) (2.62)
or o(σ) ≡ o (c(σ), p(σ)) = cm(σ)pm(σ) (see (2.8)) (2.63)
The expression dK(σ) should NOT be mixed up with the worldsheet exterior derivative of K whih will be
denoted by dwK(σ).10 Every operation of the previous setion, like ı
(p)
K L or the algebrai or derived brakets
leads again to funtions of x, c, b and sometimes p. Let us use for all of them the notation as above, e.g. for the
derived braket of the big braket (2.52,2.54)[
K(k,k
′),d L
(l,l′)
]∆
(1)
(σ) ≡
[
K(k,k
′),L(l,l
′)
](∆)
(1)
(x(σ), c(σ), b(σ), p(σ)) (2.64)
And even dxm = cm and dbm = pm will be seen as a funtion (identity) of c
m
or bm, s.th. we denote
dxm(σ) ≡ cm(σ) (2.65)
dbm(σ) ≡ pm(σ) (2.66)
Although dats only in the target spae on x, b, c and p, the above obviously suggests to introdue a dierential
 say s  in the new phase spae, whih is ompatible with the target spae dierential in the sense
s(xm(σ)) = dxm(σ) ≡ cm(σ) (2.67)
s(bm(σ)) = dbm(σ) ≡ pm(σ) (2.68)
We an generate swith the Poisson braket in almost the same way as d before in (2.8):
Ω ≡
∫
Σ
d
d
w
−1
σ o(σ) =
∫
d
d
w
−1
σ cm(σ)pm(σ), s(. . .) = {Ω, . . .} (2.69)
The Poisson braket between the onjugate elds gets of ourse an additional delta funtion ompared to
(2.5,2.6).
{pm(σ
′), xn(σ)} = δnmδ
dw−1(σ′ − σ) (2.70)
{bm(σ
′), cn(σ)} = δnmδ
dw−1(σ′ − σ) (2.71)
The rst important (but rather trivial) observation is then that for K(σ) being a funtion of x(σ), c(σ), b(σ) as
in (2.60) (and not a funtional, whih ould ontain derivatives on or integrations over σ) we have
s(K(σ)) =
(
cm(σ)
∂
∂(xm(σ))
+ pm(σ)
∂
∂(bm(σ))
)
K (x(σ), c(σ), b(σ)) = dK(σ) (2.72)
The same is true for more general objets of the form of T in (2.61). Beause of this fat the distintion between
dand s is not very essential, but in subsetion 2.5 the replaement of the arguments as in (2.61) will be dierent
and the distintion very essential in order not to get onfused.
The relation between Poisson braket and big braket (2.23,2.44) gets obviously modied by a delta funtion{
K(k,k
′)(σ′), L(l,l
′)(σ)
}
=
[
K(k,k
′), L(l,l
′)
]∆
(1)
(σ) δdw−1(σ′ − σ) (2.73)
or more general
{
T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ′), T˜ (t˜,t˜
′,t˜′′)(σ)
}
=
[
T (t,t
′,t′′), T˜ (t˜,t˜
′,t˜′′)
]∆
(1)
(σ) δdw−1(σ′ − σ) (2.74)
10
It is muh better to mix it up with a BRST transformation or with something similar to a worldsheet supersymmetry
transformation. We will ome to that later in subsetion 3.2. To make onfusion perfet, it should be added that in ontrast it is
not ompletely wrong in subsetion 2.5 to mix up the target spae exterior derivative with the worldsheet exterior derivative... ⋄
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The relation between the derived braket (using s) on the lefthand side and the derived braket (using d) on
the righthand side is (omitting the overall sign in the denition of the derived braket){
sK(k,k
′)(σ′), L(l,l
′)(σ)
}
(2.72)
=
{
dK(k,k
′)(σ′), L(l,l
′)(σ)
}
(2.74)
=
[
dK(k,k
′), L(l,l
′)
]∆
(1)
(σ) δdw−1(σ′ − σ) (2.75)
The worldvolume oordinates σ remain so far more or less only spetators. In the subsetion 2.5, the world-
volume oordinates play a more ative part and already in the following subsetion a similar role is taken by an
antiommuting extension of the worldsheet.
Before we proeed, it should be stressed that the replaement of x, c, b and p by x(σ), c(σ), b(σ) and p(σ)
was just the most naive replaement to do, and it will be a bit extended in the following setion until it an
serve as a useful tool in an appliation in 3.2. But in priniple, one an replae those variables by any elds with
mathing index struture and parity (even omposite ones) and study the resulting relations between Poisson
braket on the one side and geometri braket on the other side. Also the dierential s an be replaed for
example by the twisted dierential or by more general BRST-like transformations. In this way it should be
possible to implement other derived brakets, for example those built with the Poisson-Lihnerowiz-dierential
(see [1℄), in a sigma-model desription. In 2.5, a dierent (but also quite anonial) replaement is performed
and we will see that the dierent replaement orresponds to a hange of the role of σ and an antiommuting
worldvolume oordinate θ whih will be introdued in the following.
2.3 Natural appearane of derived brakets in Poisson brakets of superelds
In the appliation to worldsheet theories in setion 3, there appear superelds, either in the sense of worldsheet
supersymmetry or in the sense of de-Rham superelds (see e.g. [24, 19℄). Let us view a supereld in general as
a method to implement a fermioni transformation of the elds via a shift in a fermioni parameter θ whih
an be regarded as fermioni extension of the worldvolume. In our ase the fermioni transformation is just
the spaetime de-Rham-dierential d, or more preisely s, and is not neessarily onneted to worldvolume
supersymmetry. In fat, in worldvolumes of dimension higher than two, supersymmetry requires more than one
fermioni parameter while a single θ is enough for our purpose to implement s. In two dimensions, however, this
single theta an really be seen as a worldsheet fermion (see 3.2). But let us neglet this knowledge for a while,
in order to learly see the mehanism, whih will be a bit hidden again, when applied to the supersymmetri
ase in 3.2.
As just said above, we want to implement with superelds the fermioni transformation s and not yet a
supersymmetry. So let us dene in this setion a supereld as a funtion of the phase spae elds with
additional dependene on θ, Y = Y (x(σ), p(σ), c(σ), b(σ), θ), whih obeys 11
sY (x(σ), p(σ), c(σ), b(σ), θ)
!
= ∂θY (x(σ), p(σ), c(σ), b(σ), θ) (2.76)
with sxm(σ) = cm(σ), sbm(σ) = pm(σ) (sθ = 0) (2.77)
With our given eld ontent it is possible to dene two basi onjugate
12
superelds Φm and Sm
11
If this seems unfamiliar, ompare with the ase of worldsheet supersymmetry, where one introdues a dierential operator
Qθ ≡ ∂θ+θ∂σ and the denition of a supereld is, in ontrast to here, δεY
!
= εQθY , where δε is the supersymmetry transformation
of the omponent elds (ompare 3.2). ⋄
12
The superelds Φ and S are onjugate with respet to the following super-Poisson-braket
˘
F (σ′,θ′), G(σ,θ)
¯
≡
Z
d
d
w
−1
σ˜
Z
dθ˜
`
δF (σ′,θ′)/δSk(σ˜, θ˜)
δ
δΦk(σ˜, θ˜)
G(σ,θ)− δF (σ′,θ′)/δΦk(σ˜, θ˜)
δ
δSk(σ˜, θ˜)
G(σ, θ)
´
=
=
Z
d
d
w
−1
σ˜
Z
dθ˜
`
δF (σ′,θ′)/δSk(σ˜, θ˜)
δ
δΦk(σ˜, θ˜)
G(σ,θ)− (−)FGδG(σ′,θ′)/δSk(σ˜, θ˜)
δ
δΦk(σ˜, θ˜)
F (σ,θ)
´
whih, however, boils down to taking the ordinary graded Poisson braket between the omponent elds (as an be seen in (2.80)).
The funtional derivatives from the left and from the right are dened as usual via
δSA ≡
Z
d
d
w
−1
σ˜
Z
dθ˜ δA/δSk(σ˜, θ˜) · δSk(σ˜, θ˜) ≡
Z
d
d
w
−1
σ˜
Z
dθ˜ δSk(σ˜, θ˜) ·
δ
δSk(σ˜, θ˜)
A
and similarly for Φ, whih leads to
δ
δSm(σ˜, θ˜)
Sn(σ,θ) = δ
m
n (θ− θ˜)δ
dw−1(σ − σ˜) = −δSn(σ, θ)/Sm(σ˜, θ˜)
δ
δΦm(σ˜, θ˜)
Φn(σ,θ) = δnm(θ˜− θ)δ
dw−1(σ − σ˜) = δΦn(σ,θ)/δΦm(σ˜, θ˜)
The funtional derivatives an also be split in those with respet to the omponent elds
δ
δSm(σ˜, θ˜)
=
δ
δpm(σ˜)
− θ˜
δ
δbm(σ˜)
,
δ
δΦm(σ˜, θ˜)
=
δ
δcm(σ˜)
+ θ˜
δ
δxm(σ˜)
⋄
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whih build up a super-phase-spae
13
Φm(σ, θ) ≡ xm(σ) + θcm(σ) = xm(σ) + θsxm(σ) (2.78)
Sm(σ, θ) ≡ bm(σ) + θpm(σ) = bm(σ) + θsbm(σ) (2.79){
Sm(σ, θ),Φ
n(σ′, θ′)
}
=
{
bm(σ), θ
′cn(σ′)
}
+ θ {pm(σ), x
n(σ′)} = (2.80)
= (θ − θ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡δ(θ−θ′)
δ(σ − σ′)δnm (2.81)
Φ and S are obviously superelds in the above sense
∂θΦ
m(σ, θ) = sxm(σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cm(σ)
+θscm(σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= sΦm(σ, θ) (2.82)
∂θSm = sbm(σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pm(σ)
+θspm(σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
= sSm(σ, θ) (2.83)
as well as sΦ(σ, θ) = c(σ) and sS(σ, θ) = p(σ) are superelds, and every analyti funtion of those elds will be
a supereld again.
We will onvine ourselves in this subsetion that in the Poisson brakets of general superelds, the derived
brakets ome with the omplete δ-funtion (of σ and θ) while the orresponding algebrai brakets ome with
a derivative of the delta-funtion. The introdution of worldsheet oordinates σ was not yet really neessary for
this disussion, but it will be useful for the omparison with the subsequent subsetion. Indeed, we do not speify
the dimension dw of the worldsheet yet. An argument sigma is representing several worldsheet oordinates σ
µ
. It
should be stressed again that the dierential dshouldNOT be mixed up with the worldsheet exterior derivative
dw, whih does not show up in this subsetion.
Similar as in 2.2, equations (2.60)-(2.66),we will view all geometri objets as funtions of loal oordinates
and replae the arguments not by phase spae elds but by the just dened super-phase elds whih redues
for θ = 0 to the previous ase.
T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ, θ) ≡ T (t,t
′,t′′) (Φ(σ, θ), sΦ(σ, θ),S(σ, θ), sS(σ, θ))
θ=0
= T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ) (see (2.61)) (2.84)
For example for a multivetor valued form we write
K(k,k
′)(σ, θ) ≡ K(k,k
′)
(
Φm(σ, θ), sΦm(σ, θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cm(σ)
,Sm(σ, θ)
)
= (2.85)
= Km1...mk
n1...nk′ (Φ(σ, θ)) sΦm1(σ, θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cm1(σ)
. . . sΦmk(σ, θ)Sn1(σ, θ) . . .Snk′ (σ, θ)
θ=0
=
(2.60)
K(k,k
′)(σ) (2.86)
Likewise for all the other examples of 2.2:
e.g. dK(σ, θ) ≡ dK (Φ(σ, θ), sΦ(σ, θ),S(σ, θ), sS(σ, θ)) (2.87)
or o(σ, θ) ≡ o (sΦ(σ, θ), sS(σ, θ)) = cm(σ)pm(σ) = o(σ) (2.88)[
K(k,k
′),d L
(l,l′)
]∆
(1)
(σ, θ) ≡
[
K(k,k
′),L(l,l
′)
](∆)
(1)
(Φ(σ, θ), sΦ(σ, θ),S(σ, θ), sS(σ, θ))
θ=0
=
(2.64)
[
K(k,k
′),L(l,l
′)
](∆)
(1)
(σ) (2.89)
dxm(σ, θ) ≡ sΦm(σ, θ) = cm(σ) (2.90)
dbm(σ, θ) ≡ sSm(σ, θ) = pm(σ) (2.91)
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For Grassmann variables δ(θ′ − θ) = θ′ − θ in the following senseZ
dθ′(θ′ − θ)F (θ′) =
Z
dθ′(θ′ − θ)
`
F (θ) + (θ′ − θ)∂θF (θ)
´
=
=
Z
dθ′ θ′F (θ)− θ′θ∂θF (θ)− θθ
′∂θF (θ) =
= F (θ)
We have as usual
θδ(θ′ − θ) = θ(θ′ − θ) = θθ′ = θ′(θ′ − θ) =
= θ′δ(θ′ − θ)
Pay attention to the antisymmetry
δ(θ′ − θ) = −δ(θ− θ′) ⋄
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For funtions of the type T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ, θ) we learly have
dT (t,t
′,t′′)(σ, θ) = s
(
T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ, θ)
)
(2.92)
in partiular dK(k,k
′)(σ, θ) = s
(
K(k,k
′)(σ, θ)
)
(2.93)
As all those analyti funtions of the basi superelds are superelds (in the sense of 2.76) themselves, ∂θ an
be replaed by s in a θ-expansion, so that we get the important relation
T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ, θ) = T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ) + θdT (t,t
′,t′′)(σ) (2.94)
K(k,k
′)(σ, θ) = K(k,k
′)(σ) + θdK(k,k
′)(σ) (2.95)
This also implies that dT (σ, θ) and in partiular dK(σ, θ) do atually not depend on θ:
dK(k,k
′)(σ, θ) = dK(k,k
′)(σ) (2.96)
Now omes the nie part:
Proposition 1 For all multivetor valued forms K(k,k
′), L(l,l
′)
on the target spae manifold, in a loal oordi-
nate path seen as funtions of xm,dxm and ∂m as in (2.10), the following equation holds for the orresponding
superelds (2.85)
{K(k,k
′)(σ′, θ′), L(l,l
′)(σ, θ)} = δ(θ′ − θ)δ(σ − σ′) · [dK,L]∆(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−(−)k−k
′
[K,dL]
∆
(1)
(σ, θ) + ∂θδ(θ − θ
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
δ(σ − σ′)[K,L]∆(1)(σ, θ) (2.97)
where [K,L]∆(1) is the big braket (2.23) (Buttin's algebrai braket, whih was previously just the Poisson braket,
being true now up to a δ(σ−σ′) only after setting θ = θ′) and [K,dL]
∆
(1) is the derived braket of the big braket
(2.52).
Proof Using (2.95), we an simply plug K(σ′, θ′) = K(σ′) + θ′dK(σ′) and L(σ, θ) = L(σ) + θdL(σ) into
the lefthand side:{
K(σ′, θ′), L(σ, θ)
}
=
= {K(σ′), L(σ)} + θ′ {dK(σ′), L(σ)} + (−)k−k
′
θ {K(σ′),dL(σ)} + (−)k−k
′
θθ′ {dK(σ′),dL(σ)} = (2.98)
= {K(σ′), L(σ)} + (θ′ − θ) {dK(σ′), L(σ)}+ θd{K(σ′), L(σ)} − θθ′d{dK(σ′), L(σ)} = (2.99)
(2.23)
= δ(σ − σ′)
(
[K,L]
∆
(1) (σ) + θd[K,L]
∆
(1) (σ)
)
+ (θ′ − θ)δ(σ − σ′)
(
[dK,L]
∆
(1) (σ) + θd[dK,L]
∆
(1) (σ)
)
= (2.100)
(2.94)
= δ(σ − σ′) [K,L]∆(1) (σ, θ) + (θ
′ − θ)δ(σ − σ′) [dK,L]∆(1) (σ, θ)  (2.101)
There is yet another way to see that the braket at the plain delta funtions is the derived braket of the
one at the derivative of the delta-funtion, whih will be useful later: Denote the oeients in front of the
delta-funtions by A(K,L) and B(K,L):{
K(σ′, θ′), L(σ, θ)
}
= A(K,L) · δ(θ′ − θ)δ(σ − σ′) +B(K,L)(σ, θ) ∂θδ(θ − θ
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
δ(σ − σ′) (2.102)
In order to hit the delta-funtions, it is enough to integrate over a path U(σ) ontaining the point parametrized
by σ. We an thus extrat A and B via
A(K,L)(σ, θ) =
∫
dθ′
∫
U(σ)
d
d
w
−1
σ′
{
K(σ′, θ′), L(σ, θ)
}
= (2.103)
=
∫
dθ′
∫
d
d
w
−1
σ′
{
K(σ′) + θ′dK(σ′), L(σ, θ)
}
= (2.104)
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=∫
d
d
w
−1
σ′{ dK(σ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2.96)
= dK(σ′,θ)
, L(σ, θ)} (2.105)
B(K,L)(σ, θ) =
∫
dθ′
∫
U(σ)
d
d
w
−1
σ′(θ′ − θ)
{
K(σ′, θ′), L(σ, θ)
}
= (2.106)
=
∫
d
d
w
−1
σ′
{
K(σ′, θ′), L(σ, θ)
}
|θ′=θ (2.107)
⇒ A(K,L) = B(dK,L) (2.108)
It is thus enough to ollet in a diret alulation the terms at the derivative of the delta-funtion and verify
that it leads to the big braket. 
2.4 Comment on the quantum ase
In (2.14) the embedding via the interior produt into the spae of operators ating on forms was interpreted as
quantization . In the presene of world-volume dimensions, the partial derivative as Shroedinger representation
for onjugate momenta is no longer appropriate and one has to swith to the funtional derivative. Remember
Φm(σ, θ) = xm(σ) + θcm(σ), dΦm(σ, θ) = cm(σ) = dΦ(σ) (2.109)
Sm(σ, θ) = bm(σ) + θpm(σ), dSm(σ, θ) = pm(σ) = dS(σ) (2.110)
The quantization of the superelds in the Shroedinger representation (onjugate momenta as super funtional
derivatives) is onsistent with the quantization of the omponent elds (see also footnote 12)
Sˆm(σ, θ) ≡
~
i
δ
δΦm(σ, θ)
=
~
i
δ
δcm(σ)
+ θ
~
i
δ
δxm(σ)
(2.111)
⇒
[
Sˆm(σ, θ), Φˆ
n(σ′, θ′)
]
=
~
i
(
δ
δcm(σ)
+ θ
δ
δxm(σ)
)(
xn(σ′) + θ′cn(σ′)
)
= (2.112)
=
~
i
δnm
(
θ − θ′
)
δ(σ − σ′) (2.113)
The quantization of a multivetor valued form, ontaining several operators Sˆ at the same worldvolume-point,
however, leads to powers of delta funtions with the same argument when ating on some wave funtional. This
is the usual problem in quantum eld theory and requires a model dependent regularization and renormalization.
We will stay model independent here and therefore will not treat the quantum ase for a present worldvolume
oordinate σ. Nevertheless it is instrutive to study it for absent σ, but keeping θ and onsidering worldline-
superelds of the form
Φm(θ) = xm + θcm, dΦm(θ) = cm (2.114)
Sm(θ) = bm + θpm, dSm(θ) = pm (2.115)
Quantum operator and ommutator simplify to
Sˆm(θ) ≡
~
i
δ
δΦm(θ)
=
~
i
∂
∂cm
+ θ
~
i
∂
∂xm
(2.116)
⇒
[
Sˆm(θ), Φˆ
n(θ′)
]
=
~
i
δnm
(
θ − θ′
)
(2.117)[
Sˆm(θ), d̂Φ
n
(θ′)
]
=
~
i
δnm (2.118)
In ontrast to σ, produts of θ-delta funtions are no problem.
The important relation K(θ) = K + θdK (2.95) an be extended to the quantum ase as seen when ating
on some r-form.
ıK(k,k′)ρ
(r)(θ)
(2.94)
= ıKρ+ θd(ıKρ) = (2.119)
(2.35)
= ıKρ+ θ
(
ıdKρ+ (−)
k−k′)ıKdρ
)
= (2.120)
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= ıK(θ) (ρ(θ)) (2.121)
with ıK(θ) ≡ ıK + θ [d, ıK ] (2.122)
In that sense we have (remember Kˆ =
(
~
i
)k′
ıK)
Kˆ(k,k
′)(θ) = Kˆ(k,k
′) + θd̂K (2.123)
with d̂K
(2.35)
=
[
d, Kˆ
]
(2.124)
where the expliit form of this quantized multivetor valued form reads
Kˆ(k,k
′)(θ) ≡
(
~
i
)k′
Km1...mk
n1...nk′ (Φ(θ)) dΦm1(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cm1
. . .dΦmk(θ)
δ
δΦn1(θ)
. . .
δ
δΦnk′ (θ)
(2.125)
In the derivation of (2.122), ıK and ρ both were evaluated at the same θ. Let us eventually onsider the general
ase:
Kˆ(k,k
′)(θ′)ρ(r)(θ) =
(
Kˆ + θ′d̂K
)
(ρ+ θdρ) = (2.126)
= Kˆρ+ θ′d̂Kρ+ (−)k−k
′
θKˆdρ+ (−)k−k
′
θθ′d̂Kdρ = (2.127)
= Kˆρ+ θd
(
K̂ρ
)
+ (θ′ − θ)
(
d̂Kρ+ θd
(
d̂Kρ
))
(2.128)
The relation between quantum operators ating on forms and the interior produt therefore beomes modied
in omparison to (2.14) and reads
Kˆ(k,k
′)(θ′)ρ(r)(θ) =
(
~
i
)k′ (
ıKρ(θ) + (θ
′ − θ) ıdKρ(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(−)k−k′LKρ
)
(2.129)
Proposition 2 For all multivetor valued forms K(k,k
′), L(l,l
′)
on the target spae manifold, in a loal oordi-
nate path seen as funtions of xm,dxm and ∂m as in (2.10), the following equations holds for the orresponding
quantized worldline-superelds (2.125) Kˆ(θ) and Lˆ(θ):
[Kˆ(k,k
′)(θ′), Lˆ(l,l
′)(θ)] =
∑
p≥1
(
~
i
)p (
∂θδ(θ − θ
′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
̂[K,L]∆(p)(θ) + δ(θ
′ − θ) ̂[dK,L]∆(p)(θ)
)
(2.130)
[Kˆ(k,k
′)(θ′), Lˆ(l,l
′)(θ)]ρ(θ˜) =
=
(
~
i
)k′+l′ (
ı[K,L]∆ρ
(r)(θ˜) + δ(θ − θ˜)ı
d[K,L]∆ρ
(r)(θ˜) +
+δ(θ′ − θ)
(
ı[dK,L]∆ρ
(r)(θ˜) + δ(θ − θ˜)ı
d[dK,L]∆ρ
(r)(θ˜)
))
(2.131)
Again the algebrai braket (B.44) omes with the derivative of the delta funtion while the derived braket
(2.47) omes with the plain delta funtions. But this time the algebrai braket is not only the big braket [ , ]
∆
(1),
but the full one.
Proof Let us just plug in (2.123) into the lefthand side:
[Kˆ(θ′), Lˆ(θ)] = [Kˆ + θ′d̂K , Lˆ+ θd̂L] = (2.132)
= [Kˆ, Lˆ] + θ′[d̂K , Lˆ] + (−)k−k
′
θ[Kˆ , d̂L]− (−)k−k
′
θ′θ[d̂K , d̂L] = (2.133)
(2.124)
= [Kˆ, Lˆ] + θ
[
d, [Kˆ , Lˆ]
]
+ (θ′ − θ)
(
[d̂K , Lˆ] + θ
[
d, [d̂K , Lˆ]
])
= (2.134)
= [Kˆ, Lˆ](θ) + (θ′ − θ)[d̂K , Lˆ] (2.135)
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Remember now the algebrai braket (B.43)
[ıK(k,k′) , ıL(l,,l′) ] = ı[K,L]∆ =
∑
p≥1
ı[K,L]∆
(p)
(2.136)
with [K,L]∆(p) ≡ ı
(p)
K L− (−)
(k−k′)(l−l′)ı
(p)
L K (2.137)
or likewise written in terms of Kˆ and Lˆ
[Kˆ(k,k
′), Lˆ(l,l
′)] =
∑
p≥1
(
~
i
)p
̂
[K,L]
∆
(p) (2.25=2.138)
Due to (2.45) we have exatly the same equation for [d̂K , Lˆ]. Plugging this bak into (2.135) ompletes the
proof of (2.130). The seond equation in the proposition is just a simple rewriting, when ating on a form,
whih enables to ombine the p-th terms of algebrai and derived braket to the omplete ones. 
2.5 Analogy for the antibraket
In the previous subsetion the target spae exterior derivative d (realized in the σ-model phase-spae by s) was
indued by the the derivative ∂θ with respet to the antiommuting oordinate. But thinking of the pullbak of
forms in the target spae to worldvolume-forms, dan of ourse also be indued to some extend by the derivative
with respet to the bosoni worldvolume oordinates σµ (inluding the time, beause we are in the Lagrangian
formalism now) or better by the worldvolume exterior derivative dw. To this end, however, we have to make a
dierent identiation of the basis elements in tangent- and otangent-spae of the target spae with the elds
on the worldvolume than before, namely
14
dxm → dwxm(σ) = dwσµ∂µx
m(σ), ∂m → x
+
m(σ) (2.139)
where x+m is the antield of x
m
, i.e. the onjugate eld to xm with respet to the antibraket15. Let us rename
θµ ≡ dwσµ (2.140)
For a target spae r-form
ρ(r)(xm,dxm) ≡ ρm1...mr(x)dx
m1 · · ·dxmr (2.141)
we dene (in analogy to (2.85), but indiating that we allow in the beginning only a variation in σ)
ρ
(r)
θ (σ) ≡ ρ
(r)(xm(σ),dwxm(σ)) = ρm1...mr (x(σ))d
wxm1(σ) · · ·dwxmr (σ) (2.142)
14
This identiation resembles the one in [2℄ with ∂m → pm(z) and dxm → ∂xm(z), or dxm1 · · ·dxmp →
ǫµ1...µp∂µ1x
m1 (σ) · · · ∂µpx
mp (σ) in [4℄. It is observed in [2℄ that the Poisson braket indues the Dorfman braket between
sums of vetors and 1-forms (in generalized geometry) and in [4℄ more generally that the Poisson-braket for the p-brane indues
the orresponding braket between sums of vetors and p-forms (whih is alled, Vinogradov braket in [4℄). As ∂xm and pm are
ommuting phase spae variables, higher rank tensors would automatially be symmetrized (only volume forms, i.e. p-forms on a
p-brane, an be implemented, using the epsilon-tensor). Symmetrized tensors and brakets inbetween (e.g. the Shouten braket
for symmetri multivetors) make sense and one ould transfer the present analysis to this setting, but in general a natural exterior
derivative is missing. Therefore the analysis for the above identiations is done in the antield-formalism. The appearing derived
brakets will also ontain the Dorfman braket and the orresponding braket for sums of vetors and p-forms and in that sense
the present approah is a generalization of the observations above. ⋄
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The antibraket looks similar to the Poisson-braket, but their onjugate elds have opposite parity, whih leads to a dierent
symmetry (namely that of a Lie-braket of degree +1 (or -1), i.e. the one in a Gerstenhaber algebra or Shouten-algebra, see
footnote 18)
(A,B) ≡
Z
d
d
w
σ˜
`
δA/x+
k
(σ˜)
δ
δxk(σ˜)
B − δA/δxk(σ˜)
δ
δx+
k
(σ˜)
B
´
=
=
Z
d
d
w
σ˜
`
δA/x+k (σ˜)
δ
δxk(σ˜)
B − (−)(A+1)(B+1)δB/x+k (σ˜)
δ
δxk(σ˜)
A
´
(A,B) = −(−)(A+1)(B+1) (B,A)`
x+m(σ),B
´
=
δ
δxm(σ)
B = −
`
B,x+m(σ)
´
(xm(σ),B) = −
δ
δx+m(σ)
B = (−)B (B,xm(σ)) ⋄
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Attention: this vanishes identially for r > d
w
(worldvolume dimension).
The worldvolume exterior derivative then indues the target spae exterior derivative in the following sense
dwρ
(r)
θ (σ) = (dρ
(r))θ(σ) (2.143)
Again both sides vanish identially for now r + 1 > d
w
, whih means that in this way one an alulate with
target spae elds of form degree not bigger than the worldvolume dimension. If we want to have the same
relation for K
(k,k′)
θ (σ) (dened in the analogous way), we have to extend the identiation in (2.139) by
pm → d
wx+m(σ) (2.144)
and get
dwK
(k,k′)
θ (σ) = (dK
(k,k′))θ(σ) (2.145)
with
K
(k,k′)
θ (σ) ≡ K
(k,k′)
(
xm(σ),dwxm(σ),x+m(σ)
)
(2.146)
(dK(k,k
′))θ(σ) ≡ dK
(k,k′)
(
xm(σ),dwxm(σ),x+m(σ),d
wx+m(σ)
)
(2.147)
The analysis is thus very similar to that of the previous setion.
Proposition 3a For all multivetor valued forms K(k,k
′), L(l,l
′)
on the target spae manifold, in a loal oordi-
nate path seen as funtions of xm,dxm and ∂m, the following equation holds for the orresponding sigma-model
realizations (2.146,2.147)
(Kθ(σ
′),Lθ(σ)) =
(
[K,dL]
∆
(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−(−)k−k
′
[dK,L]∆(1)
)
θ
(σ)δdw(σ − σ′)− (−)k−k
′
θµ∂µδ
d
w(σ − σ′)
(
[K,L]∆(1)
)
θ
(σ) (2.148)
Proof The proof is very similar to that one of proposition 3b (2.168) and is therefore omitted at this
plae. 
Conjugate Superelds With θµ = dwσµ we have introdued antiommuting oordinates and it would be nie
to extend the anti-braket of the elds xm and x+m to a super-antibraket of onjugate superelds. Remember,
in the previous subsetion we had the superelds Φm = xm + θcm and its onjugate Sm. There we had one θ
and two omponent elds. In general the number of omponent elds has to exeed the worldvolume dimension
d
w
(the number of θ's) by one, s.th. we have to introdue a lot of new elds to realize onjugate superelds.
But before, let us dene the fermioni integration measure µ(θ) via∫
µ(θ)f(θ) =
∂
∂θdw
· · ·
∂
∂θ1
f(θ) =
1
d
w
!
ǫµ1...µdw
∂
∂θµ1
· · ·
∂
∂θµdw
f(θ) (2.149)
The orresponding d
w
-dimensional δ-funtion is
δdw(θ′ − θ) ≡ (θ′1 − θ1) · · · (θ′dw − θdw) = (2.150)
=
1
d
w
!
ǫµ1...µd
w
(θ′µ1 − θµ1) · · · (θ′µdw − θµdw ) = (2.151)
=
d
w∑
k=0
1
k!(d
w
− k)!
ǫµ1...µd
w
θ′µ1 · · · θ′µkθµk+1 · · ·θµdw (2.152)∫
µ(θ′)δdw(θ′ − θ)f(θ′) = f(θ) (2.153)
δdw(θ′ − θ) = (−)dwδdw(θ − θ′) (2.154)
For the two onjugate superelds, all them Φm and Φ+m, we want to have the anonial super anti braket(
Φ
+
m(σ
′, θ′),Φn(σ, θ)
)
= δnmδ
d
w(σ′ − σ)δdw(θ′ − θ) = −
(
Φn(σ, θ),Φ+m(σ
′, θ′)
)
(2.155)
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From the above onsiderations about the fermioni delta funtion it is now lear, how these superelds an be
dened (they are known as de Rham superelds, beause of the interpretation of θµ as dwσµ; see e.g. [24,19℄):
Φm(σ, θ) ≡ xm(σ) + xmµd
w
(σ)θµdw + xmµd
w
−1µd
w
(σ)θµdw−1θµdw + . . .+ xmµ1...µd
w
(σ)θµ1 · · · θµdw(2.156)
Φ
+
m(σ
′, θ′) ≡
1
d
w
!
ǫµ1...µd
w
θ′µ1 · · · θ′µdwx+m(σ
′) +
1
(d
w
− 1)!1!
ǫµ1...µd
w
θ′µ1 · · ·θ′µdw−1x+m
µd
w (σ′) +
+
1
(d
w
− 2)!2!
ǫµ1...µd
w
θ′µ1 · · · θ′µdw−2x+m
µd
w
−1µd
w (σ′) + . . .+
1
d
w
!
ǫµ1...µd
w
x+m
µ1...µd
w (σ′) (2.157)
The omponent elds with the mathing number of worldsheet indies are onjugate to eah other, e.g.(
x+m
µ1µ2(σ′),xnν1ν2(σ)
)
= δnmδ
µ1µ2
ν1ν2
δdw(σ − σ′) (2.158)
For the notation with boldfae symbols for antiommuting variables, the worldvolume was assumed to be even-
dimensional. In this ase, one an analytially ontinue the oordinate form of multivetor-valued forms of the
form
K(k,k
′)(x,dx,∂) ≡ Km1...mk
n1...nk′dxm1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxmk ∧ ∂n1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂nk′ (2.159)
to funtions of superelds (in odd worldvolume dimension one would get a symmetrization of the multivetor-
indies) and redene K(σ, θ) of (2.85) to
K(k,k
′)(σ, θ) ≡ K(k,k
′)
(
Φ(σ, θ),dwΦ(σ, θ),Φ+(σ, θ)
)
= (2.160)
= Km1...mk
n1...nk′ (Φ)dwΦm1 · · ·dwΦmkΦ+n1 · · ·Φ
+
nk′
(2.161)
All other geometri quantities have to be understood in this new sense now:
T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ, θ) ≡ T (t,t
′,t′′)
(
Φ(σ, θ),dwΦ(σ, θ),Φ+(σ, θ),dwΦ+(σ, θ)
)
(see (2.28)) (2.162)
To stay with the examples used in (2.84)-(2.91):
e.g. dK(σ, θ) ≡ dK
(
Φ(σ, θ),dwΦ(σ, θ),Φ+(σ, θ),dwΦ+(σ, θ)
)
(ompare (2.34)) (2.163)
or o(σ, θ) ≡ o
(
dwΦ(σ, θ),dwΦ+(σ, θ)
)
= dwΦm(σ, θ)dwΦ+m(σ, θ) (ompare o = c
mpm)(2.164)[
K(k,k
′),d L
(l,l′)
]∆
(1)
(σ, θ) ≡
[
K(k,k
′),L(l,l
′)
](∆)
(1)
(
Φ(σ, θ),dwΦ(σ, θ),Φ+(σ, θ),dwΦ+(σ, θ)
)
(2.165)
dxm(σ, θ) ≡ dwΦm(σ, θ) (2.166)
(d∂m)(σ, θ) ≡ (dbm)(σ, θ) ≡ d
w
Φ
+
m(σ, θ) (2.167)
Note that the former relation K(σ, θ) = K(σ) + θdK(σ) does NOT hold any longer with those new denitions!
Nevertheless we get a very similar statement as ompared to propositions 2 on page 14:
Proposition 3b For all multivetor valued forms K(k,k
′), L(l,l
′)
on the target spae manifold, in a loal oor-
dinate path seen as funtions of xm,dxm and ∂m, the following equation holds for even worldvolume-dimension
d
w
for the orresponding superelds (2.160):
(K(σ′, θ′),L(σ, θ)) = δdw(σ′ − σ)δdw(θ′ − θ) [K,dL]
∆
(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−(−)k−k
′
[dK,L]
∆
(1)
(σ, θ)− (−)k−k
′
θµ∂µδ
d
w(σ − σ′)δdw(θ′ − θ) [K,L]∆(1) (σ, θ)
(2.168)
where [K,L]∆(1) is the big braket (2.23) and [K,dL]
∆
(1) is the derived braket of the big braket (2.52).
Note that σ and θ have swithed their roles ompared to the previous subsetion (2.97), where the algebrai
braket ame together with the derivative with respet to θ of the delta-funtions, while now it omes along with
∂µ of the delta-funtions.
Proof Let us use again the seond idea in the proof of proposition 2, i.e. rst ollet the terms with
derivatives of the delta funtion, only to show that one gets the algebrai braket, and after that argue that the
term with plain delta funtions is its derived braket. In doing this, however, we will need to prove an extension
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of the above proposition to objets like dK (or more general an objet T (t,t
′,t′′)
as in (2.28)) that ontain the
basis element pm, whih is then replaed by d
w
Φ
+
m as e.g. in (2.163).
(i) The antibraket between two suh objets T and T˜ gets ontributions to the derivative of the delta-funtion
only from the antibrakets between dwΦm and Φ+m and between Φ
m
and dwΦ+m (ompare (2.155))(
Φ
+
m(σ
′, θ′),dwΦn(σ, θ)
)
= δnmθ
µ∂µδ
d
w(σ′ − σ)δdw(θ′ − θ) (2.169)(
dwΦn(σ′, θ′),Φ+m(σ, θ)
)
= δnmθ
µ∂µδ
d
w(σ′ − σ)δdw(θ′ − θ) (2.170)(
dwΦ+m(σ
′, θ′),Φn(σ, θ)
)
= −δnmθ
µ∂µδ
d
w(σ′ − σ)δdw(θ′ − θ) (2.171)(
Φn(σ′, θ′),dwΦ+m(σ, θ)
)
= −θµ
(
Φn(σ′, θ′),∂µΦ
+
m(σ, θ)
)
= δnmθ
µ∂µδ
d
w(σ′ − σ)δdw(θ′ − θ) (2.172)
The last ase is the only one where we had to take are of an extra sign stemming from θ jumping over the
graded omma. Comparing this to (2.5), where we had
{bm, c
n} = δnm (2.173)
{cn, bm} = δ
n
m (2.174)
{pm, x
n} = δnm (2.175)
{xn, pm} = −δ
n
m (2.176)
one reognizes that the only dierene is an overall odd fator θµ∂µδ
d
w(σ′ − σ)δdw(θ′ − θ) (the delta-funtion
for θ is an even objet for even worldvolume dimension d
w
) and an additional minus sign for the lower two
lines, but the orresponding indies just get ontrated like for the Poisson braket. After suh a braket of
basis elements has been alulated (whih happens just between the remaining fators of T (at σ′) on the
left and the remaining fators of T˜ (at σ) on the right) this overall odd fator has to be pulled to the very
left whih gives an additional fator of (−)t−t
′
(in the notation of (2.28)) plus an additional minus sign for
the upper two lines whih ompensates the relative minus sign of before and we get just an overall fator of
−(−)t−t
′
θµ∂µδ
d
w(σ′ − σ)δdw(θ′ − θ) in all ases at the very left as ompared to the Poisson-braket. The
remaining terms are still partly at σ and partly at σ′, but using
A(σ)B(σ′)∂µδ(σ − σ
′) = A(σ)∂µB(σ)δ(σ − σ
′) +A(σ)B(σ)∂µδ(σ − σ
′) ∀A,B (2.177)
we an take all remaining fators in T (σ′, θ′) at σ, while θ′ is set to θ anyway by the δ-funtion. We have thus
veried one of the oeients of the omplete antibraket:
(T (σ′, θ′), T˜ (σ, θ)) = −(−)t−t
′
θµ∂µδ
d
w(σ − σ′)δdw(θ′ − θ)
[
T, T˜
]∆
(1)
(σ, θ) +
+δdw(σ − σ′)δdw(θ′ − θ)A(σ, θ) (2.178)
with A(σ, θ) yet to be determined.
(ii) It remains to show that A(σ, θ) is a derived expression of
[
T, T˜
]∆
(1)
. A hint to this fat is already given in
(2.177), but this is not enough, as there is also a ontribution from the (Φm,Φ+n )-brakets. In order to get a
preise relation between A(σ, θ) and
[
T, T˜
]∆
(1)
(σ, θ), let us see how one an extrat them from the omplete
antibraket. In order to hit the delta funtions with the integration, it is enough to integrate over the path
U(σ) ontaining the point whih is parametrized by σµ. The last term in (2.178) is the only one ontributing
when integrating over σ′ and θ
A(σ, θ) =
∫
U(σ)
d
d
wσ′
∫
µ(θ′) (T (σ′, θ′), T˜ (σ, θ)) (2.179)
That the rst term on the righthand side of (2.178) does not ontribute is not obvious as U(σ) might have a
boundary. However, for this term one ends up integrating a d
w
-dimensional delta-funtion over a boundary of
dimension not higher than d
w
− 1, so that one is left with an at least one-dimensional delta-funtion on the
boundary whih vanishes as the boundary of the open neighbourhood U(σ) of σ of ourse nowhere hits σ.
Extrating the algebrai braket
[
T, T˜
]∆
(1)
is a bit more triky. One an do it via
for any xed
index λ
:
[
T, T˜
]∆
(1)
(σ, θ) = −(−)t−t
′
∫
U(σ)
d
d
wσ′
∫
µ(θ′)
(
eσ
′λ
eσλ
− 1
)
∂
∂θλ
(T (σ′, θ′),T˜ (σ, θ)) (2.180)
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The boundary term proportional to
(
eσ
′λ
eσ
λ − 1
)
δdw(σ − σ′) appearing above on the righthand side after partial
integration vanishes as σ′ in the prefator is set to σ via the delta funtion.
The laim is now that A(σ, θ) = −(−)t−t
′
[
dT, T˜
]∆
(1)
(σ, θ). So let us alulate the righthand side via (2.180):
[
dT, T˜
]∆
(1)
(σ, θ) = −(−)t+1−t
′
∫
U(σ)
d
d
wσ′
∫
µ(θ′)
(
eσ
′λ
eσλ
− 1
)
∂
∂θλ
(dT (σ′, θ′),T˜ (σ, θ)) = (2.181)
= −(−)t+1−t
′
∫
d
d
wσ′
∫
µ(θ′)
(
eσ
′λ
eσλ
− 1
)
∂
∂θλ
θ′µ∂′µ(T (σ
′, θ′),T˜ (σ, θ)) (2.182)
(T ,T˜ ) ontains in both terms a plain δ-funtion for the fermioni variables θ, so that we an replae θ′ by θ.
Integration by parts of ∂′µ (where possible boundary terms again do not ontribute beause of the vanishing of
the delta funtion and its derivative on the boundary) delivers the desired result[
dT, T˜
]∆
(1)
(σ, θ) = −(−)t−t
′
∫
d
d
wσ′
∫
µ(θ′) (T (σ′, θ′),T˜ (σ, θ)) = −(−)t−t
′
A(σ, θ) (2.183)
This ompletes the proof of proposition 3b. 
3 Appliations in string theory or 2d CFT
In the previous setion the dimension of the worldvolume was arbitrary or even dimensional. The appearane
of derived brakets (inluding e.g. the Dorfman braket) is thus not a speial feature of a 2-dimensional sigma-
model like string theory. There are, however, speial features in string theory. Currents in string theory
(whih have onformal weight one) naturally are sums of 1-forms and vetors, if one takes the identiation
∂1x
m(σ)↔ dxm and pm(σ)↔ ∂m, as in [2℄ (see footnote 14), e.g. ∂xm = ∂1xm − ∂0xm=ˆdxm − ηmn∂n . This
is losely related to the identiation in our previous setion in the antield formalism. In addition, only in
two dimensions a single θ an be interpreted as a worldsheet Weyl spinor (in 1 dimension it an be seen as
a Dira-spinor, but in higher dimensions the interpretation of θ as worldvolume spinor breaks down). As we
ended the last setion with the antield formalism, whih therefore is perhaps still more present, let us start
this setion in the reversed order, beginning with the appliation in the antield formalism.
3.1 Poisson sigma-model and Zuhini's Hithin sigma-model
Remember for a moment the Poisson-σ-model [25, 24℄. It is a two-dimensional sigma-model (d
w
= 2) of the
form
S0 =
∫
Σ
ηmd
wxm +
1
2
Pmn(x)ηmηn (3.1)
where ηm is a worldsheet one-form. This model is topologial if and only if the Poisson-struture P
mn(x) is
integrable, i.e. the Shouten-braket of P with itself vanishes
S0 topologial ⇐⇒ [P ,P ] = 0 (3.2)
It gives on the one hand a eld theoreti implementation of Kontsevih's star produt [24℄ and is on the other
hand related to string theory via a topologial limit (big antisymmetri part in the open string metri), whih
leads to the relation between string theory and nonommutative geometry.
The neessary ghost elds for the ation an be introdued by extending x and η to de Rham superelds as
in (2.156,2.157)
Φm(σ, θ) ≡ xm(σ) + xmµ (σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ǫµνη+νn
θµ + xmµ1µ2(σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
− 12 εµ1µ2β
+m
θµ1θµ2 (3.3)
Φ
+
m(σ
′, θ′) ≡
1
2!
ǫµ1µ2x
+
m
µ1µ2(σ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡βm(σ
′)
+θ′µ1 ǫµ1µ2x
+
m
µ2(σ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ηµ1m
+
1
2
ǫµ1µ2θ
′µ1θ′µ2x+m(σ
′) (3.4)
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One an use Hodge-duality to rename some omponent elds as indiated. βm is then the ghost eld related
to the gauge symmetry. The ation inluding ghost elds and antields simply reads
S =
∫
d2σ
∫
µ(θ) Φ+md
wΦm +
1
2
Pmn(Φ)Φ+mΦ
+
n (3.5)
The expression under the integral orresponds to the tensor −δmndxm∧∂n+
1
2P
mn∂m∧∂n and the antibraket
in the master-equation (S, S) implements the Shoutenbraket on P , whih is a well known relation. Therefore
we will onentrate on a seond example, whih is very similar, but less known.
Zuhini suggested in [19℄ a 2-dimensional sigma-model whih is topologial if a generalized omplex struture
in the target spae is integrable (see subsetion C.2 on page 39 and C.4 on page 43 to learn more about generalized
omplex strutures). His model is of the form
S =
∫
d2σ
∫
µ(θ)
(
Φ
+
md
wΦm+
) 1
2
Pmn(Φ)Φ+mΦ
+
n −
1
2
Qmn(Φ)d
wΦmdwΦn − Jnmd
wΦmΦ+n (3.6)
where Pmn, Qmn and J
m
n are the building bloks of the generalized omplex struture (C.22)
JMN =
(
Jmn P
mn
−Qmn −Jnm
)
(3.7)
The rst term of (3.6) an be absorbed by a eld redenition as already observed in [20℄. Ignoring thus the rst
term and using our notations of before, S an be rewritten as
S =
∫
d2σ
∫
µ(θ)
1
2
J (Φ,dwΦ,Φ+) (3.8)
Calulating the master equation expliitely and olleting the terms whih ombine to the lengthy tensors for
the integrability ondition (see (C.60)-(C.63)) is quite umbersome, so we an enjoy using instead proposition
3b on page 19. For a worldsheet without boundary its integrated version reads(∫
ddwσ′
∫
µ(θ′)K(σ′, θ′),
∫
d
d
wσ
∫
µ(θ)L(σ, θ)
)
=
∫
ddwσ
∫
µ(θ) [K,dL]
∆
(1) (σ, θ) (3.9)
whih leads to the relation
(S, S) = 0 ⇐⇒
∫
d2σ
∫
µ(θ) [J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) (σ, θ) = 0 (3.10)
The derived braket of the big braket of J with itself ontains already the Nijenhuis tensor (see in the appendix
in equation (C.81) and in the disussion around)
[J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) = NM1M2M3t
M1t
M2t
M3 − 4J JIJIM t
MpJ = (3.11)
J 2=−1
= NM1M2M3t
M1t
M2t
M3 + 4o (3.12)
t
M = (dxm,∂m), pJ = (pj , 0) (3.13)
o(dx, p) = dxmpm (3.14)
For J 2 = −1 the last term is proportional to the generator o (remember (2.8)). In (3.10), however, it appears
with dx and p replaed by the superelds as in (2.164)
o(σ, θ) = dwΦm(σ, θ)dwΦ+m(σ, θ) = −d
w
(
dwΦm(σ, θ)Φ+m(σ, θ)
)
(3.15)
whih is a total worldsheet derivative and therefore drops during the integration. We are left with the generalized
Nijenhuis tensor as a funtion of superelds
N (σ, θ) = NM1M2M3(Φ)t
M1t
M2t
M3
(3.16)
with t
M ≡ (dwΦm,Φ+m) (3.17)
Written in small indies
N (σ, θ) = Nm1m2m3(Φ)d
wΦm1dwΦm1dwΦm1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+3Nnm1m2(Φ)Φ
+
nd
wΦm1dwΦm2 +
+3Nn
m1m2(Φ)dwΦnΦ+m1Φ
+
m2
+Nm1m2m3(Φ)Φ+mΦ
+
mΦ
+
m (3.18)
One realizes that the rst term vanishes identially (as mentioned in [19℄) and only the remaining three tensors
are required to vanish in order to satisfy (3.10).
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3.2 Relation between a seond worldsheet superharge and generalized omplex
geometry
In [15℄ the relation between an extended worldsheet supersymmetry in string theory and the presene of an
integrable generalized omplex struture was explored. Zabzine laried in [18℄ the relation in an model in-
dependent way in a Hamiltonian desription. The strutures appearing there are almost the same that we
have disussed before although we have to modify the proedure a little bit due to the interpretation of θ as a
worldsheet spinor.
Consider a sigma-model with 2-dimensional worldvolume (worldsheet) with manifest N = 1 supersymmetry
on the worldsheet. In the phase spae there is only one σ-oordinate left. Let us denote the orresponding
superelds, following loosely [18℄, by
Φm(σ, θ) ≡ xm(σ) + θλm(σ) (3.19)
Sm(σ, θ) ≡ ρm(σ) + θpm(σ) (3.20)
In omparison to setion 2.3, there is a hange of notation from cm → λm and bm → ρm as b and c suggest the
interpretation as ghosts whih is not true in this ase, where λ and ρ are worldsheet fermions. Introdue now,
following Zabzine, the generator Qθ of the manifest SUSY and the orresponding ovariant derivative Dθ
Qθ ≡ ∂θ + θ∂σ (3.21)
Dθ ≡ ∂θ − θ∂σ (3.22)
with the SUSY algebra
[Qθ,Qθ] = 2∂σ = − [Dθ,Dθ] (3.23)
[Qθ,Dθ] = 0 (3.24)
Qθ is the sum of two nilpotent dierential operators, namely ∂θ and θ∂σ. Ating on the Superelds Φ
m
and
Sm, they indue the dierentials s and s˜ on the omponent elds, whih are in turn generated via the Poisson
braket by phase spae funtions Ω (the same as (2.69)) and Ω˜.
Ω ≡
∫
dσ λkpk (3.25)
Ω˜ = −
∫
dσ ∂σx
kρk (3.26)
sxm ≡ {Ω, xm} = λm ↔ dxm, sρm ≡ {Ω,ρm} = pm ↔ d(∂m), (3.27)
s˜λm ≡
{
Ω˜,λm
}
= −∂σx
m, s˜pk = −∂σρk =
{
Ω˜, pk
}
, (3.28)
sΦm = ∂θΦ
m, sSm = ∂θSm (3.29)
s˜Φm = θ∂σΦ
m, s˜Sm = θ∂σSm (3.30)
The Poisson-generator for the SUSY transformations of the omponent elds indued by
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Qθ is thus the sum
of the generators of s and s˜:
Q = Ω+ Ω˜ =
∫
dσ λkpk − ∂σx
kρk = −
∫
dσ
∫
dθQθΦ
kSk (3.31)
In (2.76) superelds were dened via ∂θY = sY in order to implement the exterior derivative diretly with ∂θ.
In that sense Φ, S, dΦ, dS and all analyti funtions of them were superelds. In the ontext of worldsheet
supersymmetry, one prefers of ourse a supersymmetri ovariant formulation. Let us therefore dene in this
subsetion proper superelds via
Y is a superled :⇐⇒ QθY
!
= {Q, Y } = (s+ s˜)Y (3.32)
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We have
QθΦ
m = λm + θ∂σx
m, QθSm = pm + θ∂σρm
DθΦ
m = λm(σ) − θ∂σx
m, DθSm = pm − θ∂σρm
δεx
m = ελm, δελ
m = −ε∂σx
m
δερm = εpm, δεpm = −ε∂σρm ⋄
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whih holds for Φ, S,DθΦ, DθS, all analyti funtions of them (like our analytially ontinued multivetor
valued forms) and worldsheet spatial derivatives ∂σ thereof (but not for e.g. QθΦ. This means that although we
have QθΦ = (s+ s˜)Φ this does not hold for a seond ation, i.e. Q
2
θΦ 6= (s+ s˜)
2Φ, whih explains the somewhat
onfusing fat that the Poisson-generator Q has the opposite sign in the algebra than Qθ
{Q,Q} = −2P (3.33)
where we introdued the phase-spae generator P for the worldsheet translation indued by ∂σ
P ≡
∫
dσ ∂σx
kpk + ∂σλ
kρk =
∫
dσ
∫
dθ ∂σΦ
kSk (3.34)
The same phenomenon appears for the dierentials s and s˜. The graded ommutator of ∂θ and θ∂σ is the
worldsheet derivative [∂θ, θ∂σ] = ∂σ, while the algebra for s and s˜has the opposite sign
[s, s˜]Y (σ, θ) = −∂σY (σ, θ) (3.35)
sΩ˜ =
{
Ω, Ω˜
}
= −P = s˜Ω (3.36)
One major statement in [18℄ is as follows: Making a general ansatz for a generator of a seond, non-manifest
supersymmetry, of the form (some signs are adopted to our onventions)
Q2 ≡
1
2
∫
dσ
∫
dθ (Pmn(Φ)SmSn −Qmn(Φ)DθΦ
m
DθΦ
n + 2Jmn(Φ)SmDθΦ
n) (3.37)
and requiring the same algebra as for Q in (3.33)
{Q2,Q2} = −2P (3.38)(
{Q,Q2} = 0
)
(3.39)
is equivalent to
JMN ≡
(
Jmn P
mn
−Qmn −Jnm
)
(3.40)
being an integrable generalized omplex struture (see in the appendix C.2 on page 39 and C.4 on page 43). On
a worldsheet without boundary, the seond ondition is atually superuous, beause it is already implemented
via the ansatz: The expression in the integral is an analyti funtion of superelds and therefore a supereld
itself. Aording to (3.32) we an replae at this point the ommutator with Q with the ation of Qθ and get
{Q,Q2} =
∫
dσ
∫
dθ Qθ(. . .) =
∫
dσ ∂σ(. . .) = 0 (3.41)
For the other ondition, the atual supersymmetry algebra (3.38), the aim of the present onsiderations should
now be lear. The generalized omplex struture J itself is a sum of multivetor valued forms
J ≡ JMN (x)tM tN ≡ P
mn(x)∂m ∧ ∂n −Qmn(x)dx
m
dxn + 2Jmn(x)∂m ∧ dx
n
(3.42)
whih an be seen as a funtion of x and the basis elements
J = J (x,dx,∂) (3.43)
In 2.3 we replaed the arguments of funtions like this with superelds xm → Φm, dxm → ∂θΦm and ∂m → Sm.
The name supereld might have been misleading, as ∂θΦ is only a supereld in the sense that it implements
the target-spae exterior derivative via ∂θ, but it is not a supereld in the sense of worldsheet supersymmetry.
In a supersymmetri theory one prefers a supersymmetri ovariant formulation. Working with ∂θΦ as before
is therefore not desirable and we replae ∂θΦ by DθΦ, leading diretly to Q2 (3.37) whih now an be written
as
Q2 =
1
2
∫
dσ
∫
dθJ (Φ(σ, θ),DθΦ(σ, θ),S(σ, θ)) (3.44)
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Apart from the hange ∂θΦ→ DθΦ we expet from the previous setion that the Poisson braket ofQ2 with itself
indues some algebrai and some derived braket of J with itself whih then orresponds to the integrability
ondition for J . This is indeed the ase, but we rst have to study the hanges oming from ∂θΦ → DθΦ. In
other words, we need a new formulation of proposition 1 (2.97) in the ase of two-dimensional supersymmetry
(Proposition 1 is of ourse still valid, but it is not formulated in a supersymmetri ovariant way. It should,
however, be appliable to e.g. BRST symmetries ). Let us redene the meaning of K(σ, θ) in (2.85) for a
multivetor valued form K(k,k
′)
K(k,k
′)(σ, θ) ≡ K(k,k
′)
(
Φm(σ, θ),DθΦ
m(σ, θ),Sm(σ, θ)
)
= (3.45)
= Km1...mk
n1...nk′ (Φ(σ, θ)) DθΦ
m1(σ, θ) . . .DθΦ
mk(σ, θ)Sn1(σ, θ) . . .Snk′ (σ, θ)
θ=0
=
(2.60)
K(k,k
′)(σ) (3.46)
Likewise for all the other examples in (2.84)-(2.91):
T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ, θ) ≡ T (t,t
′,t′′) (Φ(σ, θ),DθΦ(σ, θ),S(σ, θ),DθS(σ, θ))
θ=0
= T (t,t
′,t′′)(σ) (see (2.61)) (3.47)
e.g. dK(σ, θ) ≡ dK (Φ(σ, θ),DθΦ(σ, θ),S(σ, θ),DθS(σ, θ)) (3.48)
or o(σ, θ) ≡ o (DθΦ(σ, θ),DθS(σ, θ))
(2.8)
= DθΦ
m(σ, θ)DθSm(σ, θ)
θ=0
=
(2.63)
o(σ) (3.49)
[K(k,k
′),d L
(l,l′)]∆(1)(σ, θ) ≡ [K
(k,k′),L(l,l
′)]
(∆)
(1) (Φ(σ, θ),DθΦ(σ, θ),S(σ, θ),DθS(σ, θ))
θ=0
=
(2.64)
[K(k,k
′),L(l,l
′)]
(∆)
(1) (σ) (3.50)
dxm(σ, θ) ≡ DθΦ
m(σ, θ) = λm(σ)− θ∂σx
m(σ) (3.51)
d∂m(σ, θ) ≡ DθSm(σ, θ) = pm(σ)− θ∂σρm(σ) (3.52)
Expanding K in θ yields
K(k,k
′)(σ, θ) = K(k,k
′)(σ) + θ
(
∂θ′K
(k,k′)(σ, θ′)
∣∣∣
θ′=0
)
= (3.53)
= K(k,k
′)(σ) + θ
(
Qθ ′K
(k,k′)(σ, θ′)
∣∣∣
θ′=0
)
(3.54)
As K is a supereld, we an replae Qθ by s+ s˜
K(k,k
′)(σ, θ) = K(k,k
′)(σ) + θ(s+ s˜)K(k,k
′)(σ) = (3.55)
= K(k,k
′)(σ) + θ
(
(d+ ıv)K
(k,k′)
)
(σ)
∣∣∣
vk→−∂σxk
(3.56)
This is the analogue to the non-supersymmetri (2.95) and delivers the exterior derivative whih will lead to the
appearane of the derived braket. The relation between s˜ and the inner produt with a vetor should perhaps
be laried. Remember that all multivetor forms at θ = 0, K(k,k
′)(σ), are analyti funtions of the omponent
elds xm,λm and ρm . But among those elds, s˜ats only on λ
m
and we an express it with partial derivatives
(instead of funtional ones) when ating on K:
s˜K(σ) = −∂σx
m ∂
∂λm
K(x,λ,ρ) = ıvK(σ)|vk=−∂σxk (3.57)
in the Poisson braket of s˜K with another multivetor valued form L at θ = 0, nothing ats on vk = −∂σxk
(whih would produe a derivative of a delta funtion), as L does not ontain pk. Therefore we have
{˜sK(σ′), L(σ)} = [ıvK,L](σ)|vk=−∂σxk δ(σ − σ
′) (3.58)
whih we will need below. For superelds we have Y (σ, θ) = Y (σ)+θ(s+ s˜)Y (σ). Applying the same to v yields
vk(σ) + θ(s+ s˜)vk(σ) = −∂σx
k − θ(s+ s˜)∂σx
k(σ) = (3.59)
= −∂σx
k − θ∂σλ
k(σ) = −∂σΦ
k
(3.60)
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Proposition 1b For all multivetor valued forms K(k,k
′), L(l,l
′)
on the target spae manifold, in a loal oor-
dinate path seen as funtions of xm,dxm and ∂m, the following equation holds for the orresponding worldsheet-
superelds (3.45)
{K(k,k
′)(σ′, θ′), L(l,l
′)(σ, θ)} = Dθ
(
δ(θ − θ′)δ(σ − σ′)
)
[K,L]
∆
(1) (σ, θ) +
+δ(θ′ − θ)δ(σ − σ′)
(
[dK,L]∆(1)(σ, θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−(−)k−k
′
[K,dL]
∆
(1)
+ [ıvK,L]
∆
(1)(σ, θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−(−)k−k′ [K,ıvL]
∣∣∣
vk=−∂σΦk
)
(3.61)
where e.g. [dK,L]∆(1)(σ, θ) ≡ [dK,L]
∆
(1) (Φ(σ, θ),DθΦ(σ, θ),S(σ, θ),DθS(σ, θ)).
The integrated version for a worldsheet without boundary reads
nZ
dσ
′
Z
dθ
′
K
(k,k′)(σ′, θ′),
Z
dσ
Z
dθ L
(l,l′)(σ, θ)
o
= (s+ s˜)
Z
dσ
“
[K,dL]
∆
(1) − (−)
k−k′ [ıvK,L]
∆
(1)
˛˛
˛
vk=−∂σxk
”
(σ)
(3.62)
Proof Let us use (3.55) for both multivetor valued elds and plug into the lefthand side of (3.61){
K(σ′, θ′), L(σ, θ)
}
=
=
{
K(σ′) + θ′(s+ s˜)K(σ′) , L(σ) + θ(s+ s˜)L(σ)
}
= (3.63)
= {K(σ′), L(σ)} + θ′ {(s+ s˜)K(σ′), L(σ)} + (−)k−k
′
θ {K(σ′), (s+ s˜)L(σ)} +
+(−)k−k
′
θθ′ {(s+ s˜)K(σ′), (s+ s˜)L(σ)} = (3.64)
= {K(σ′), L(σ)} + (θ′ − θ) {(s+ s˜)K(σ′), L(σ)} + θ(s+ s˜) {K(σ′), L(σ)}+
+θ′θ(s+ s˜) {(s+ s˜)K(σ′), L(σ)} − θ′θ {(s+ s˜)(s+ s˜)K(σ′), L(σ)} = (3.65)
= (1 + θ(s+ s˜)) {K(σ′), L(σ)}+ (θ′ − θ) (1 + θ(s+ s˜)) {(s+ s˜)K(σ′), L(σ)} +
−θ′θ
{
[s, s˜]︸︷︷︸
−∂σ′
K(σ′), L(σ)
}
= (3.66)
= δ(σ − σ′) (1 + θ(s+ s˜)) [K,L]∆(1) (σ) + (θ
′ − θ) (1 + θ(s+ s˜)) {(s+ s˜)K(σ′), L(σ)} +
−(θ′ − θ)θ∂σδ(σ − σ
′) [K,L]
∆
(1) (σ) (3.67)
Now let us make use of (3.58) and (3.60) to arrive at{
K(σ′, θ′), L(σ, θ)
}
=
= Dθ
(
δ(θ − θ′)δ(σ − σ′)
)
[K,L]∆(1) (σ, θ) + δ(θ
′ − θ)δ(σ − σ′) [(d+ ıv)K,L]
∆
(1) (σ, θ)
∣∣∣
vk=−∂σΦk
(3.68)
whih is the rst equation of the proposition. Integrating over θ′ and σ′ results in∫
dσ′
∫
dθ′
{
K(σ′, θ′), L(σ, θ)
}
= [(d+ ıv)K,L]
∆
(1) (σ, θ)
∣∣∣
vk=−∂σΦk
= (3.69)
= [(d+ ıv)K,L]
∆
(1) (σ)
∣∣∣
vk=−∂σxk
+ θ(s+ s˜) [(d+ ıv)K,L]
∆
(1) (σ)
∣∣∣
vk=−∂σxk
(3.70)
A seond integration piks out the linear part in θ and adjusting the order of the integrations gives the additional
sign in (3.62). 
Appliation to the seond superharge Q2
We are now ready to apply the proposition in the integrated form (3.62) to the question of the existene of
a seond worldsheet supersymmetry Q2. Remember, we want {Q2,Q2} = −2P . Due to the proposition, the
lefthand side an be written as
{Q2,Q2} =
1
4
(s+ s˜)
∫
dσ
(
[J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) − [ıvJ ,J ]
∆
(1)
∣∣∣
v=−∂σxkρk
)
(σ) (3.71)
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For J 2 = −1, the seond term under the integral simplies signiantly
−
1
4
∫
dσ[ıvJ ,J ]
∆
(1)
∣∣∣
v=−∂σxkρk
= −
∫
dσ vKJK
LJL
M
tM
∣∣∣
v=−∂σxkρk
= −
∫
dσ ∂σx
kρk = Ω˜ (3.72)
Realling that
(s+ s˜)Ω˜ = sΩ˜ = s˜Ω = (s+ s˜)Ω = −P (3.73)
and Ω =
∫
dσ o(σ) (see (2.63)) (3.74)
we an rewrite (3.71) as
⇒ {Q2,Q2} =
1
4
(s+ s˜)
(∫
dσ [J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) + 4Ω
)
= (3.75)
=
1
4
(s+ s˜)
(∫
dσ
(
[J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) − 4o
)
(σ)
)
+ 2 s˜Ω︸︷︷︸
−P
(3.76)
The righthand side learly equals −2P for
[J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) − 4o = 0 (3.77)
whih is again (aording to (C.113)) just the integrability ondition for the generalized almost omplex struture
J .
4 Conlusions
We have seen two losely related mehanisms in sigma-models with a speial eld ontent whih lead to the
derived braket of the target spae algebrai braket by the target spae exterior derivative. This exterior
derivative is implemented in the sigma model in one ase via the derivative with respet to a (worldvolume-)
Grassmann oordinate and in the other ase via the derivative with respet to the worldvolume oordinate
itself. In the latter ase this derivative has to be ontrated with (worldvolume-) Grassmann oordinates in
order to be an odd dierential. This leads to the problem that higher powers of the basis elements vanish, as
soon as the power exeeds the worldvolume dimension as it happens in Zuhini's appliation. A big number of
Grassmann-variables is therefore advantageous in that approah. For the other mehanism one rather prefers
to have only one single Grassmann variable as there is no need for any ontration. There is one worldvolume
dimension more in the Lagrangian formalism and for that reason it was preferable to apply there the mehanism
with worldvolume derivatives and use the other one in the Hamiltonian formalism.
If one does not onsider antisymmetri tensors of higher rank, but only vetors or one-forms (or forms of
worldvolume-dimension), the partial worldvolume derivative without a Grassmann-oordinate is enough. There
is either no need for antisymmetrization or it an be performed with the worldvolume epsilon tensor. The nature
of the mehanism remains the same and leads to the observations in [2,4℄ that the Poisson braket implements
the Dorfman braket for sums of vetors and one-forms and the orresponding derived braket for sums of
vetors and p-forms on a p-brane [4℄. In that sense, the present artile is a generalization of those observations.
There remain a ouple of things to do. It should be possible to implement in the same manner by e.g.
a BRST dierential other target spae dierentials whih an depend on some extra-struture and repeat
the same analysis. Symmetri tensors then beome more interesting as well, beause they need suh an extra-
struture anyway for a meaningful dierential. From the string theory point of view, the appliation of extended
worldsheet supersymmetry orresponds to appliations in the RNS string. But generalized omplex geometry
ontains the tools to allow RR-uxes, whih are hard to treat in RNS. It would therefore be nie to nd some
topologial limit in a string theory formalism whih is extendable to RR-elds, like the Berkovits-string [26℄,
leading to a topologial sigma model like Zuhini's, in order to learn more about the orrespondene between
string theory and generalized omplex geometry.
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A Notation and Conventions
Within the artile, a lot of dierent types of tensors have to be denoted. The hoies and sometimes some logi
behind, will be presented here.
World-volume-oordinates are denoted by σµ, target-spae oordinates by xm, target spae vetor-elds by
a, b, . . . or v, w, . . ., 1-forms by small Greek letters α, β, . . . and generalized T⊕T ∗-vetors by a, b, . . . or v,w, . . . .
For an expliit split in vetor and 1-form, the letters from the beginning of the alphabet are better suited, as
there is a better orrespondene between Latin and Greek symbols or one an visually better distinguish between
Latin and Greek symbols. Compare e.g. a = a+ α and v = v + (?ν).
Higher order forms will be in general denoted by α(p), β(q), . . . or ω(p), η(q), ρ(r), . . .. There will be exeptions,
however , for spei forms like the B-eld B = Bmndx
m ∧ dxn. Following this logi, we will also denote
multivetors (tensors with antisymmetri upper indies) by small letters, indiating their multivetor-degree
in brakets: a(p), b(q), . . . or v(p), w(q), . . .. There are again exeptions, e.g. a Poisson struture will often be
denoted by P = Pmn∂m ∧ ∂n. The most horrible exeption is the one of the beta-transformation, whih is
denoted by a large beta β
mn
in (C.47), in order to distinguish it from forms.
Tensors of mixed type will be denoted by apital letters where we denote in brakets rst the number of
lower indies and then the number of upper indies, e.g. T (p,q). Most of the time, we treat multivetor valued
forms, e.g. the lower indies as well as the upper indies are antisymmetrized. The letters denoting form degree
and multivetor degree will often be adapted to the letter of the tensor, e.g. K(k,k
′), L(l,l
′), . . .
Attention: k and l are also used as dummy indies! Sometimes (I'm sorry for that) the same letter appears
with dierent meanings. However, in those situations the dummy indies will arry indies whih might even
be one of the degrees k or k′, e.g. K...
k1...kk′Lkk′ ...k1...
...
.
Working all the time with graded algebras with a graded symmetri produt (the wedge produt), everything
in this artile has to be understood as graded. I.e. with ommutator we mean the graded ommutator and
with the Poisson braket the graded Poisson braket. They will not be denoted dierently than the non-graded
operations. Relevant for the sign rules is the total degree whih we dene to be form degree minus the
multivetor degree. In the eld language, it orresponds to the total ghost number whih is the pure ghost
number minus the antighost number. It will be denoted by
| K(k,k
′) | = k − k′ (A.1)
As only degrees appear in the exponent of a minus sign, a simplied notation is used there
(−)A ≡ (−1)|A|, (−)A+B ≡ (−)|A|+|B|, (−)AB ≡ (−)|A||B| ∀A,B (A.2)
For the Poisson braket, the following (less ommon) sign onvention is hosen:
{pm, x
n} = δnm = −{x
n, pm} (A.3)
{bm, c
n} = δnm = −(−)
bc {cn, bm} (A.4)
Derivatives with respet to xm are denoted by ∂
∂xm
f ≡ ∂mf ≡ f,m. For graded variables left derivatives are
denoted by
∂
∂c
f(c), while right derivatives are denoted equivalently by two dierent notations
∂f(c)/∂c ≡ f
←−
∂
∂c
(A.5)
The orresponding notations are used for funtional derivatives
δ
δc(σ) . With respet to the wedge produt, the
basis element ∂m is an odd objet (∂m ∧∂n = −∂n ∧∂m). The partial derivative ∂k ating on some oeient
funtion, however, is an even operator (it does not hange the parity as long as it is not ontrated with a basis
element dxk). That is why we denote the odd basis element ∂m and dx
m
as well as the odd exterior derivative d
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with boldfae symbols. The interior produt itself does not arry a grading in the sense that | ıKρ |=| K | + | ρ |,
while for the Lie derivative LK = [ıK ,d] the L arries a grading in the sense | LKρ |=| K | + | ρ | +1. That is
why the Lie derivative is denoted with a boldfae L whih is also very good to distinguish it from generalized
multivetors K,L, . . .. The philosophy of writing odd objets in boldfae style is also extended to the ombined
basis element
tM ≡ (∂m,dx
m), tM ≡ (dxm,∂m) (A.6)
and to the omma in the derived braket [ , ] in ontrast to the ommutator [ , ]. This should be, however, just a
reminder. It will be obvious for other reasons, whih braket is meant. But we do not extend this philosophy to
vetors and 1-forms, where it would be onsistent (but too muh eort) to write the vetors and basis elements
in boldfae style and the oeients in standard style. We will instead write the vetor in the same style as the
oeient a = amdx
m
.
A square braket is used as usual to denote the antisymmetrization of, say p, indies (inluding a normaliza-
tion fator
1
p! ). A vertial line is used to exlude some indies from antisymmetrization. An extreme example
would be
A[ab|cd|e|fg|hi] (A.7)
where A is antisymmetrized only in a, b, e, h and i, but not in c, d, f and g. Normally we use only expressions
like A[ab|cd|efg], where a, b, e, f and g are antisymmetrized.
Wedge produt A signiant dierene from usual onventions is that for multivetors, forms and general-
ized multivetors we inlude the normalization of the fator already in the denition of the wedge produt
dxm1 · · ·dxmn ≡ dxm1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxmn ≡ dx[m1 ⊗ . . .⊗ dxmn] ≡
∑
P
1
n!
dxmP (1) ⊗ . . .⊗ dxmP (n) (A.8)
∂m1 · · ·∂mn ≡ ∂m1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂mn ≡ ∂ [m1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∂mn] ≡
∑
P
1
n!
∂mP(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∂mP(n) (A.9)
tM1 . . . tMn ≡ tM1 ∧ . . . ∧ tMn ≡ t[M1 ⊗ . . .⊗ tMn] ≡
∑
P
1
n!
tMP (1) ⊗ . . .⊗ tMP(n) (A.10)
(where we sum over all permutations P ), suh that we omit the usual fator of 1
p! in the oordinate expression
of a p-form, or a p-vetor
α(p) ≡ αm1...mpdx
m1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxmp ≡ αm1...mpdx
m1 · · ·dxmp (A.11)
v(p) ≡ vm1...mp∂m1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂mp (A.12)
Readers who prefer the
1
p! , an easily reintrodue it in every equation by replaing e.g. the oeient funtions
vm1...mp → 1
p!v
m1...mp
. The equation for the Shouten braket ( B.10), for example, would hange as follows:[
v(p),w(q)
]m1...mp+q−1
= pv[m1...mp−1|k∂kw
|mp...mp+q−1] − qv[m1...mp|,kw
k |mp+1...mp+q−1]
(A.13)
→
1
(p+ q − 1)!
[
v(p),w(q)
]m1...mp+q−1
=
1
(p− 1)!
1
q!
v[m1...mp−1|k∂kw
|mp...mp+q−1] +
−
1
p!
1
(q − 1)!
v[m1...mp|,kw
k |mp+1...mp+q−1]
(A.14)
Shemati index notation For longer alulations in oordinate form it is useful to introdue the following
notation, where every boldfae index is assumed to be ontrated with the orresponding basis element (at the
same position of the index), s.th. the indies are automatially antisymmetrized.
ω(p) = ωm1...mpdx
m1 · · ·dxmp ≡ ωm...m (A.15)
a(p) = an1...np∂n1 ∧ . . .∂np ≡ a
n...n
(A.16)
K(p) = KM1...Mpt
M1 . . . tMp ≡ KM ...M = (A.17)
= KM1...MptM1 . . . tMp ≡ K
M ...M
(A.18)
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or for produts of tensors e.g.
ωm...mηm...m ≡ ω[m1...mpηmp+1...mp+q]dx
m1 · · ·dxmp+q = (A.19)
= ωm1...mpηmp+1...mp+qdx
m1 · · ·dxmp+q = (−)pqηm...mωm...m (A.20)
A boldfae index might be hard to distinguish from an ordinary one, but this notation is nevertheless easy to
reognize, as normally several oiniding indies appear (whih are not summed over as they are at the same
position). Similarly, for multivetor valued forms we dene
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Km...m
n...n ≡ Km1...mk
n1...nk′dxm1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxmk ⊗ ∂m1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂mk′ (A.21)
Km...m
n...npLpm...m
n...n ≡ Km1...mk
n1...nk′−1pLpm1...ml−1
n1...nl′dxm1 · · ·dxmk+l−1⊗∂m1 · · ·∂mk′+l′−1 (A.22)
B Review of geometri brakets as derived brakets
Mathematis in this setion is based on the review artile on derived brakets by Kosmann-Shwarzbah [1℄.
The presentation, however, will be somewhat dierent and in addition to (or sometimes instead of) the abstrat
denitions oordinate expressions will be given.
B.1 Lie braket of vetor elds, Lie derivative and Shouten braket
This rst subsetion is intended to give a feeling, why the Shouten braket is a very natural extension of the
Lie braket of vetor elds. It is a good example to beome more familiar with the subjet, before we beome
more general in the subsequent subsetions, but it an be skipped without any harm (note however the notation
introdued before (B.13)).
Consider the ordinary Lie-braket of vetor elds whih turns the tangent spae of a manifold into a Lie
algebra or the tangent bundle into a Lie algebroid and whih takes in a loal oordinate basis the familiar form
[v,w]
m
= vk∂kw
m − wk∂kv
m
(B.1)
We will onvine ourselves in the following that numerous other ommon dierential brakets are just natural
extensions of this braket and an be regarded as one and the same braket. Suh a generalized braket is
e.g. useful to formulate integrability onditions and it an serve via the Jaobi identity as a powerful tool
in otherwise lengthy alulations . In addition it shows up naturally in some sigma-models as is disussed in
setion 2.
Given the Lie-braket of vetor elds, it seems natural to extend it to higher rank tensor elds by demanding
a Leibniz rule on tensor produts of the form [v,w1 ⊗ w2] = [v,w1] ⊗ w2 + w1 ⊗ [v,w2]. Remembering that the
Lie-braket of two vetor elds is just the Lie derivative of one vetor eld with respet to the other
[v,w] = Lvw (B.2)
the Lie derivative of a general tensor T = T
n1...nq
m1...mpdx
m1 ⊗ . . .⊗dxmp ⊗∂n1 ⊗· · ·⊗∂nqwith respet to a vetor
eld v an be seen as a rst extension of the Lie braket:
[v,T ] ≡ LvT (B.3)
[v,T ]
n1...nq
m1...mp
= vk∂kT
n1...nq
m1...mp
−
∑
i
∂kv
niT n1...ni−1k ni+1...nqm1...mp +
∑
j
∂mjv
kT
n1...nq
m1...mj−1kmj+1...mp
(B.4)
The Lie derivative obeys (as a derivative should) the Leibniz rule
[v,T1 ⊗ T2] = [v,T1]⊗ T2 + T1 ⊗ [v,T2] (B.5)
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Upper and lower signs are thus treated independently. For alulational reasons this is not the best way to do. We an interpret
every boldfae index on the lefthand side of (A.22) as a basis element sitting at the position of the index, so that the order of the
basis elements on the lefthand side is rst k × dxm, (k′ − 1)∂m, (l − 1) × dxm and l′ × ∂m, s.th., in order to get the order of the
righthand side, we have to interhange (k′ − 1)∂m with (l− 1)×dxm, whih gives a sign fator of (−)(k
′−1)(l−1)
. This is a natural
sign fator whih appears all the way in the equations, whih ould be easily absorbed into the denition. However, we wanted
to keep the sign fators expliitly in the equations in order to keep the notation as self-explaining as possible and not onfuse the
reader too muh. ⋄
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In fat, giving as input only the Lie derivative of a salar φ, namely the diretional derivative [v,φ] ≡ vk∂kφ,
and the Lie braket of vetor elds (B.1), the Lie derivative of general tensors (B.4) is determined by the
Leibniz-rule. Insisting on antisymmetry of the braket, we have to dene
[T ,v] ≡ − [v,T ] (B.6)
Indeed, it an be heked that the above denitions lead to a valid Jaobi-identity of the form
[v, [w,T ]] = [[v,w] ,T ] + [w, [v,T ]] for arbitrary tensors T (B.7)
whih is perhaps better known in the form
[Lv,Lw]T = L[v,w]T (B.8)
We have now vetors ating via the braket on general tensors, but tensors only ating on vetors via (B.6) . It
is thus natural to use Leibniz again to dene the ation of tensors on tensors. To make a long story short, this
is not possible for general tensors. It is possible, however, for tensors with only upper indies whih are either
antisymmetrized (multivetors) or symmetrized (symmetri multivetors). We will onentrate in this
paper on tensors with antisymmetrized indies (the reason being the natural given dierential for forms whih
also have antisymmetrized indies), but the symmetri ase makes perfet sense and at some points we will give
short omments. (See e.g. [27℄ for more information on the Shouten braket of symmetri tensor elds.)
Given two multivetor elds (note that the prefator 1/p! is intentionally missing (see page 29).
v(p) ≡ vm1...mp∂m1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂mp , w
(q) ≡ wm1...mq∂m1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂mq (B.9)
their Shouten(-Nijenhuis) braket, or Shouten braket for short, is given in a loal oordinate basis by[
v(p),w(q)
]m1...mp+q−1
= pv[m1...mp−1|k∂kw
|mp...mp+q−1] − qv[m1...mp|,kw
k |mp+1...mp+q−1]
(B.10)
Realizing that the Lie-derivative (B.4) of a multivetor eld w(q) with respet to a vetor v(1) is[
v,w(q)
]n1...nq
= vk∂kw
n1...nq − q∂kv
[n1|wk |n2...nq ] (B.11)
one reognizes that (B.10) is a natural extension of this, obeying a Leibniz rule, whih we will write down below
in (B.18). However, as the oordinate form of generalized brakets will beome very lengthy at some point, we
will rst introdue some notation whih is more shemati, although still exat. Namely we imagine that every
boldfae index m is an ordinary index m ontrated with the orresponding basis vetor ∂m at the position
of the index:
v(p) = vm1...mp∂m1 ∧ . . . ∧ ∂mp ≡ v
m...m
(B.12)
This saves us the writing of the basis vetors as well as the enumeration or manual antisymmetrization of the
indies. As a boldfae index might be hard to distinguish from an ordinary one, we will use this notation only for
several indies, s.th. we get repeated indies m . . .m whih are easily to reognize (and are not summed over,
as they are at the same vertial position). See in the appendix A on page 29 for a more detailed explanation.
The Shouten braket then reads[
v(p),w(q)
]
= pvm...mk∂kw
m...m − qvm...m,kw
km...m = (B.13)
= pvm...mk∂kw
m...m − (−)p(q−1)qwkm...mvm...m,k = (B.14)
= pvm...mk∂kw
m...m − (−)(p−1)(q−1)qwm...mk∂kv
m...m
(B.15)
In the last line it beomes obvious that the braket is skew-symmetri in the sense of a Lie algebra of degree
18
−1: [
v(p),w(q)
]
= −(−)(p−1)(q−1)
[
w(q),v(p)
]
(B.16)
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A Lie braket
ˆ
,(n)
˜
of degree n in a graded algebra inreases the degree (whih we denote by | . . . |) by n˛˛ˆ
A,(n)B
˜˛˛
=| A | + | B | +n
It an be understood as an ordinary graded Lie-braket, when we redene the grading ‖ . . . ‖ ≡| . . . | +n, suh that the Lie braket
itself does not arry a grading any longer ‚‚ˆA,(n) B˜‚‚ = ‖A‖+ ‖B‖
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It obeys the orresponding Jaobi identity[
v
(p1)
1 ,
[
v
(p2)
2 ,v
(p3)
3
]]
=
[[
v
(p1)
1 ,v
(p2)
2
]
,v
(p3)
3
]
+ (−)(p1−1)(p2−1)
[
v
(p2)
2 ,
[
v
(p1)
1 ,v
(p3)
3
]]
(B.17)
Our starting point was to extend the braket in a way that it ats via Leibniz on the wedge produt. A Lie
algebra whih has a seond produt on whih the braket ats via Leibniz is known as Poisson algebra. However,
here the braket has degree −1 (it redues the multivetor degree by one) while the wedge produt has no degree
(the degree of the wedge produt of multivetors is just the sum of the degrees). Aording to footnote 18, we
have to adjust the Leibniz rule. The resulting algebra for Lie brakets of degree -1 is known as Gerstenhaber
algebra or in this speial ase Shouten algebra (whih is the standard example for a Gerstenhaber algebra).
The Leibniz rule is[
v
(p1)
1 , v
(p2)
2 ∧ v
(p3)
3
]
=
[
v
(p1)
1 , v
(p2)
2
]
∧ v
(p3)
3 + (−)
(p1−1)p2v
(p2)
2 ∧
[
v
(p1)
1 , v
(p3)
3
]
(B.18)
The standard example in eld theory for a Poisson algebra is the phase spae equipped with the Poisson braket
or the ommutator of operators or matries.
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The Shouten algebra is naturally realized by the antibraket
of the BV antield formalism (see subsetion 2.5).
B.2 Embedding of vetors into the spae of dierential operators
The Leibniz rule is not the only onept to generalize the vetor Lie braket to higher rank tensors. The major
diulty in the denition of brakets between higher rank tensors is the Jaobi-identity, whih should hold for
them. It is therefore extremely useful to have a mehanism whih automatially guarantees the Jaobi identity.
A way to get suh a mehanism is to embed the tensors into some spae of dierential operators, as for the
operators we have the ommutator as natural Lie braket whih might in turn indue some braket on the
tensors we started with. Vetor elds e.g. naturally at on dierential forms via the interior produt
ıvω
(p) ≡ p · vkωkm...m (B.19)
This an be seen as the embedding of vetor elds in the spae of dierential operators ating on forms, beause
the interior produt with respet to a vetor is a graded derivative with the grading -1 of the vetor (we take
as total degree the form degree minus the multivetor degree, whih for a vetor is just -1)
ıv
(
ω(p) ∧ η(q)
)
= ıvω
(p) ∧ η(q) + (−)qω(p) ∧ ıvη
(q)
(B.20)
Taking the idea of above we an take the ommutator of two interior produts. We note, however, that it only
indues a trivial (always vanishing) braket on the vetorelds
[ıv, ıw] = 0 = ı0 (B.21)
As the interior produt (B.19) does not inlude any partial derivative on the vetor-oeient, it was lear from
the beginning that this ansatz does not lead to the Lie braket of vetor elds or any generalization of it. We
have to bring the exterior derivative into the game, in our notation
dω(p) = ∂mωm...m (B.22)
There are two ways to do this
The symmetry properties are thus (skew symmetry of degree n)ˆ
A,(n) B
˜
= −(−)(|A|+n)(|A|+n)
ˆ
B,(n) A
˜
and it obeys the usual graded Jaobi-identity (with shifted degrees)ˆ
A,(n)
ˆ
B,(n) C
˜˜
=
ˆˆ
A,(n) B
˜
,(n)C
˜
+ (−)(|A|+n)(|A|+n)
ˆ
B,(n)
ˆ
A,(n) C
˜˜
In addition there might be a Poisson-relation with respet to some other produt whih respets the original grading. To be
onsistent with both gradings, this relation has to readˆ
A,(n)B · C
˜
=
ˆ
A,(n)B
˜
· C + (−)(|A|+n)|B|B ·
ˆ
A,(n) C
˜
This is onsistent with B ·C = (−)|B||C|C ·B on the one hand and the skew symmetry of the braket on the other hand. One an
imagine the grading of the braket to sit at the position of the omma.
For the braket of multivetors we have as degree the vetor degree. Later, when we will have tensors of mixed type (vetor
and form), we will use the form degree minus the vetor degree as total degree. Then the Shouten-braket is of degree +1, whih
should not onfuse the reader. ⋄
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In fat, working with totally symmetri multivetor elds would have lead to a Poisson algebra instead of a Gerstenhaber
algebra. ⋄
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• Change the embedding: Instead of embedding the vetors via the interior produt ating on forms, we
an embed them via the Lie-derivative ating on forms. When ating on forms, the Lie derivative an be
written as the (graded) ommutator of interior produt and exterior derivative
Lv = [ıv,d] (B.23)
Lvω
(p) = vk∂kωm...m + p · ∂mv
kωkm...m (B.24)
Indeed, using the Lie derivative as embedding v 7→ Lv, the ommutator of Lie derivatives indues the Lie
braket of vetor elds (a speial ase of (B.8)
[Lv,Lw] = L[v,w] (B.25)
• Change the braket: In the spae of dierential operators ating on forms, the ommutator is the most
natural Lie braket. However, the existene of a nilpotent odd operator ating on our algebra, namely the
ommutator with the exterior derivative, enables the onstrution of what is alled a derived braket
20
.
[ıv,dıw] ≡ [[ıv,d] , ıw] (B.26)
This derived braket (whih is in this ase a Lie braket again, as we are onsidering the abelian subalgebra
of interior produts of vetor elds) indeed indues the Lie braket of vetor elds when we use the interior
produt as embedding
[ıv,dıw] = ı[v,w] (B.27)
The above equations plus two additional ones are the well known Cartan formulae
[ıv, ıw] = 0 = [d,d] (B.28)
Lv = [ıv,d] (B.29)
[Lv,d] = 0 (B.30)
[Lv,Lw] = L[v,w] (B.31)[
[ıv,d]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lv
, ıw
]
] = ı[v,w] (B.32)
(B.25) an be rewritten, using Jaobi's identity and [d,d] = 0, as
[[[ıv,d] , ıw] ,d] =
[
ı[v,w],d
]
(B.33)
Starting from (B.27), one thus arrives at (B.25) by simply taking the ommutator with d. We will therefore
onentrate in the following on the seond possibility, using the derived braket, as the rst one an be dedued
from it. Let us just mention that the generalization in the spirit of the derived braket (B.27) (or more preise
its skew-symmetrization) is known as Vinogradov braket [30,31℄ (see footnote 25), while the generalization
in the spirit of (B.25) is known as Buttin's braket [23℄.
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Given a braket
ˆ
,(n)
˜
of degree n (not neessarily a Lie braket. It an be as well a Loday braket where the skew-symmetry
property as ompared to footnote 18 is missing, but the Jaobi identity still holds) and a dierential D (derivation of degree 1 and
square 0), its derived braket [28,29,1℄ (whih is of degree n+ 1) is dened byˆ
a,(D) b
˜
= (−)n+a+1
ˆ
Da,(n) b
˜
We put the subsript (D) at the position of the omma, to indiate that the grading of D is sitting there. The strange sign is just
to make the denition nier for the most frequent ase of an interior derivation, where Da =
ˆ
d,(n) a
˜
with d some element of the
algebra with degree | d |= 1− n and
ˆ
d,(n) d
˜
= 0, s.th. we have
[a,d b] =
ˆˆ
a,(n) d
˜
,(n) b
˜
The derived braket is then again a Loday braket (of degree n + 1) and obeys the orresponding Jaobi-identity (that is always
the nontrivial part). If a, b are elements of a ommuting subalgebra ([a,(n) b] = 0), the derived braket even is skew-symmetri and
thus a Lie braket of degree n+ 1.
In the ase at hand we start with a Lie braket of degree 0 (the ommutator) and take as interior derivation the ommutator with
the exterior derivative [d, . . .]. Note that the exterior derivative itself is a derivative on forms, but not on the spae of dierential
operators on forms. Therefore we need the ommutator. ⋄
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B.3 Derived braket for multivetor valued forms
Let us now onsider a muh more general ase, namely the spae of multivetor valued forms, i.e. tensors
whih are antisymmetri in the upper as well as in the lower indies. With the Shouten braket we have
a braket for multivetors, whih are antisymmetri in all (upper) indies. There exists as well a braket
for vetor valued forms, namely tensors with one upper index and arbitrary many antisymmetrized lower
indies. This braket (whih we have not yet disussed) is the (Fröhliher-) Nijenhuis braket (see (B.67)),
whih shows up in the integrability ondition for almost omplex strutures. Multivetor valued forms have
arbitrary many antisymmetrized upper and arbitrary antisymmetrized lower indies and thus ontain both ases.
The antisymmetrization appears quite naturally in eld theory (we give only a few remarks about ompletely
symmetri indies, whih appear as well, but whih will not be subjet of this paper). It makes also sense to
dene brakets on sums of tensors of dierent type (e.g. the Dorfman braket for generalized omplex geometry).
Those brakets are then simply given by linearity.
So let us onsider two vetor valued forms (we denote the number of lower indies and the number of upper
indies in this order via supersripts)
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K(k,k
′) ≡ Km...m
n...n ≡ Km1...mk
n1...nk′dxm1 · · ·dxmk ⊗ ∂n1 · · ·∂nk′ (B.34)
L(l,l
′) ≡ Lm...m︸ ︷︷ ︸
l
n...n︸︷︷︸
l′
(B.35)
Note the use of the shemati index notation, whih we used for upper indies already in subsetion B.1 and
whih is explained in the appendix A on page 29. Following the ideas of above, we want to embed those vetor
valued forms in some spae of dierential operators. As we have upper as well as lower indies now, it is less lear
why we should hoose the spae of operators ating on forms and not on some other tensors for the embedding.
However, the spae of forms is the only one where we have a natural exterior derivative without using any extra
struture
22
. Therefore we will dene again a natural embedding into the spae of dierential operators ating
on forms as a generalization of the interior produt. Namely, we will at with a multivetor valued form K
on a form ρ by just ontrating all upper indies with form-indies and antisymmetrizing the remaining lower
indies s.th. we get again a form as result. The formal denition goes in two steps. First one denes the interior
produt with multivetors. For a deomposable multivetor v(p) = v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vp set
ıv1∧...∧vpρ
(r) ≡ ıv1 · · · ıvpρ
(r)
(B.36)
This xes the interior produt for a generi multivetor uniquely (ontrating all indies with form-indies).
The next step is to dene for a multivetor valued form K(k,k
′) = η(k) ∧ v(k
′)
whih is deomposable in a form
and a multivetor, that it ats on a form by rst ating with the multivetor as above and then wedging the
result with the form
ıη(k)∧v(k′)ρ ≡ η
(k) ∧ ıv(k)ρ = (−)
k′kıv(k′)∧η(k)ρ (B.37)
It is kind of a normal ordering that ıv(k′) ats rst:
ıηıv = ıη(k)∧v(k′) = (−)
kk′ ıv(k′)∧η(k) 6= ıvıη (B.38)
For a generi multivetor valued form, the above denitions x the following oordinate form of the interior
produt
23
with a multivetor valued form
ıK(k,k′)ρ
(r) ≡ (k′)!
(
r
k′
)
Km...m
l1...lk′ρlk′ ...l1m...m︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
(B.39)
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One an ertainly map a tensor Kmndxm⊗∂n to one where the basis elements are antisymmetrized Kmndxm ∧∂n
see page 29
≡
1
2
Kmndxm⊗∂n−
1
2
Kmn∂n⊗dxm and vie versa. In the eld theory appliations we will always get a omplete antisymmetrization.
This mapping is the reason why we take are for the horizontal positions of the indies. It should just indiate the order of the
basis elements whih was hosen for the mapping. ⋄
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One an dene an exterior derivative  the Lihnerowiz-Poisson dierential  on the spae of multivetors as well (via
the Shouten braket), but for this we need an integrable Poisson struture: dPN
(q) ≡
ˆ
P (2),N(q)
˜
, with
ˆ
P (2),P (2)
˜
= 0 ⋄
23
The name 'interior produt' is misleading in the sense that the operation is (for deomposable tensors) a omposition of interior
and exterior wedge produt. It will, however, in the generalizations of Cartan's formulae play the role of the interior produt. We
will therefore stik to this name. We an also see it as a short name for 'interior produt of maximal order' in the sense that all
upper indies are ontrated as opposed to an interior 'produt of order p', where we ontrat only p upper indies. 'Order' is in
the sense of the order of a derivative. While ıv is a derivative for any vetor v, the general interior produt ats like a higher order
derivative. ⋄
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So we are just ontrating all the upper indies of K with an appropriate number of indies of the form and
are wedging the remaining lower indies. The origin of the ombinatorial prefator is perhaps more transparent
in the phase spae formulation (2.13) in subsetion 2.1. For multivetors v(p) and w(q) the operator produt of
ıv(p) and ıw(q) indues, due to (B.36) simply the wedge produt of the multivetors
ıv(p) ıw(q) = ıv(p)∧w(q) (B.40)
But for general multivetor-valued forms we have instead
24
ıK(k,k′) ıL(l,l′) =
k′∑
p=0
ı
ı
(p)
K
L
= ıK∧L +
k′∑
p=1
ı
ı
(p)
K
L
(B.41)
with
ı
(p)
K(k,k
′)L
(l,l′) ≡ (−)(k
′−p)(l−p)p!
(
k′
p
)(
l
p
)
Km...m
n...nl1...lpLlp...l1m...m
n...n
(B.42)
For p = k′, ı
(p)
K redues to the interior produt (B.39). Both are in general not a derivative any longer. ı
(p)
is,
however, a p-th order derivative, as ontrating p indies means taking the p-th derivative with respet to p basis
elements (see 2.18 in subsetion 2.1). Our embedding ıK(k,k′) in (B.39) is therefore a k
′
-th order derivative. For
p = 0 on the other hand, ı
(p)
K is just a wedge produt with K
While for vetors the ommutator of two interior produts (B.21) did only indue a trivial braket on vetors,
whih is the same for multivetors due to (B.40), this is dierent for multivetor-valued forms.
[ıK(k,k′) , ıL(l,,l′) ] = ı[K,L]∆ (B.43)
[K,L]
∆ ≡
∑
p≥1
ı
(p)
K L− (−)
(k−k′)(l−l′)ı
(p)
L K︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡[K,L]∆
(p)
= (B.44)
=
∑
p≥1
(−)(k
′−p)(l−p)p!
(
k′
p
)(
l
p
)
Km...m
n...nl1...lpLlp...l1m...m
n...n +
−(−)(k−k
′)(l−l′)(−)(l
′−p)(k−p)p!
(
l′
p
)(
k
p
)
Lm...m
n...nl1...lpKlp...l1m...m
n...n
(B.45)
where we introdued an algebrai braket [K,L]∆ in the seond line, whih is is due to Buttin [23℄, and
whih is a generalization of the Nijenhuis-Rihardson braket for vetor-valued forms (B.63). As it was indued
via the embedding from the graded ommutator, it has the same properties, i.e. it is graded antisymmetri
and obeys the graded Jaobi identity. Atually, the term with lowest p, so [K,L]∆(p=1), is itself an algebrai
braket, whih appears in subsetion 2.1.1 as anonial Poisson braket. It is known under the name Buttin's
algebrai braket ( [23℄, denoted in [1℄ by [ , ]0B) or as big braket
[K,L]∆(1) = ı
(1)
K L− (−)
(k−k′)(l−l′)ı
(1)
L K = (B.46)
= (−)(k
′−1)(l−1)k′l ·Km...m
n...nl1Ll1m...m
n...n +
−(−)(k−k
′)(l−l′)(−)(l
′−1)(k−1)l′k · Lm...m
n...nl1Kl1m...m
n...n
(B.47)
But as for the vetor elds in subsetion B.2, we are rather interested in the derived braket of [K,L]
∆
, or
at the braket indued via an embedding based on the Lie derivative. An obvious generalization of the Lie
derivative is the ommutator [ıK ,d], whih will be a derivative of the same order as ıK and therefore is not a
derivative in the sense that it obeys the Leibniz rule. Although it is ommon to use this generalization, I am
24
The produt of interior produts in (B.41) indues a nonommutative produt for the multivetor-valued forms, whose om-
mutator is the algebrai braket, namely
K ∗ L ≡
X
p≥0
ı
(p)
K L
[K,L]∆ = K ∗ L− (−)(k−k
′)(l−l′)L ∗K ⋄
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not aware of an appropriate name for it. Let us just all it the Lie derivative with respet to K (being a
derivative of order k′)
LK(k,k′) ≡ [ıK(k,k′) ,d] (B.48)
LK(k,k′)ρ = (k
′)!
(
r + 1
k′
)
Km...m
l1...lk′∂[lk′ρlk′−1...l1m...m] +
−(−)k−k
′
(k′)!
(
r
k′
)
∂m
(
Km...m
l1...lk′ρlk′ ...l1m...m
)
= (B.49)
= (k′)!
(
r
k′ − 1
)
Km...m
l1...lk′∂lk′ρlk′−1...l1m...m +
−(−)k−k
′
(k′)!
(
r
k′
)
∂mKm...m
l1...lk′ρlk′ ...l1m...m (B.50)
The Lie derivative above is an ingredient to alulate the derived braket (remember footnote 20 on page 33)
whih is given by
25
[ıK ,dıL] ≡ [[ıK ,d] , ıL] ≡ ı[K,L] if possible (B.51)
One should distinguish the derived braket on the level of operators on the left from the derived braket on the
tensors [K,L] on the right. Only in speial ases the result of the ommutator on the left an be written as the
interior produt of another tensorial objet whih then an be onsidered as the derived braket with respet to
the algebrai braket [ , ]
∆
. Therefore one normally does not nd an expliit general expression for this derived
braket in literature. In 2.1.2, however, the meaning of exterior derivative and interior produt are extended in
order to be able to write down an expliit general oordinate expression (2.51) whih redues in the mentioned
speial ases to the well known results (see e.g. B.4.2).
Closely related to the derived braket in (B.51) of above is Buttin's dierential braket, given by
[LK ,LL] ≡ L[K,L]
B
if possible (B.52)
Beause of [d,d] = 0 and LK = [ıK ,d] we have (using Jaobi)
[LK ,LL] = [[ıK ,dıL] , d] = [[ıK ,dıL] , d]
!
= [ı[K,L]B , d] (B.53)
Comparing with (B.51) s.th. in ases where [K,L] exists, the brakets have to oinide up to a losed term, or
loally a total derivative
ı[K,L] = ı[K,L]B + [d, . . .] (B.54)
Using again the extended denition of exterior derivative and interior produt of 2.1.2, this relation an be
rewritten as
[K,L] = [K,L]B + d(. . .) (B.55)
The Nijenhuis braket (B.74) is the major example for this relation.
B.4 Examples
B.4.1 Shouten(-Nijenhuis) braket
Let us shortly review the Shouten braket under the new aspets. For multivetors v(p), w(q) the algebrai
braket vanishes
[ıv(p) , ıw(q) ] = 0 (B.56)
25
The Vinogradov braket [31,30℄ (see also [1℄) is a braket in the spae of all graded endomorphisms in the spae of dierential
forms Ω•(M)
[a,b]V =
1
2
“
[[a, d] , b]− (−)b [a, [b, d]]
”
∀a, b ∈ Ω•(M)
It is the skew symmetrization of a derived braket. The embedding of the multivetor valued forms into the endomorphisms Ω•(M)
via the interior produt whih we onsider is neither losed under the Vinogradov braket nor under the derived braket in the
general ase. ⋄
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The Shouten braket
[
v(p),w(q)
]
oinides with the derived braket as well as with Buttin's dierential
braket, i.e. we have
[[ıv(p) ,d] , ıw(q) ] = ı[v(p),w(q)] (B.57)
[Lv(p) ,Lw(q) ] = L[v(p),w(q)] (B.58)
Its oordinate form  given already before in (B.15)  is[
v(p),w(q)
]
= pvm...mk∂kw
m...m − (−)(p−1)(q−1)qwm...mk∂kv
m...m
(B.59)
The vetor Lie braket is a speial ase of the Shouten braket as well as of the Nijenhuis braket.
B.4.2 (Fröhliher-)Nijenhuis braket and its relation to the Rihardson-Nijenhuis braket
Consider vetor valued forms, i.e. tensors of the form
K(k,1) ≡ Km1...mk
n
dxm1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxmk ∧ ∂n ∼= Km1...mk
n
dxm1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxmk ⊗ ∂n (B.60)
The algebrai braket of two suh tensors, dened via the graded ommutator (note that | ıK |=| K |= k − 1)
[ıK , ıL] = ı[K,L]∆ (B.61)
onsists only of the rst term in the expansion, beause we have only one upper index to ontrat.[
K(k,1), L(l,1)
]∆
=
[
K(k,1), L(l,1)
]∆
(1)
= ı
(1)
K L− (−)
(k−1)(l−1)ı
(1)
L K = (B.62)
=
(B.47)
l Km...m
jLjm...m
n − (−)(k−1)(l−1)k Lm...m
jKjm...m
n
(B.63)
It is thus just the big braket or Buttin's algebrai braket but in this ase it is known as Rihardson-
Nijenhuis-braket.
The Lie derivative of a form with respet to K (in the sense of (B.48)) is beause of k′ = 1 really a (rst
order) derivative and takes the form
LK(k,1) ≡ [ıK(k,1) ,d] (B.64)
LK(k,1)ρ
(r) = Km...m
l∂lρm...m + (−)
kr∂mKm...m
lρlm...m (B.65)
The (Froehliher-)Nijenhuis braket is dened as the unique tensor [K,L]N , s.th.
[LK ,LL] = L[K,L]N (B.66)
It is therefore an example of Buttin's dierential braket. Its expliit oordinate form reads
[K,L]N ≡ Km...m
j∂jLm...m
n + (−)kl∂mKm...m
jLjm...m
n +
−(−)klLm...m
j∂jKm...m
n − (−)kl(−)lk∂mLm...m
jKjm...m
n
(B.67)
= ”LKL− (−)
kl
LLK” (B.68)
A dierent point of view on the Nijenhuis braket is via the derived braket on the level of the dierential
operators ating on forms:
[ıK ,d ıL] ≡ [[ıK ,d] , ıL] (B.69)
It indues the Nijenhuis-braket only up to a total derivative (the Lie-derivative-term)
[ıK ,d ıL] ≡ ı[K,L]
N
− (−)k(l−1)LıLK (B.70)
Using the extended denition of the exterior derivative in the sense of (2.37) and of the interior produt (2.32),
one an write the Lie derivative as an interior produt (see 2.35) LıLK = −(−)
l+kıd(ıLK) and [[ıK ,d] , ıL] =
(−)k [ıdK , ıL] = (−)kı[dK,L]∆ , so that we an rewrite (B.70) as
[K,L] ≡ [K,L]N + (−)
(k−1)l
d(ıLK) (B.71)
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with [K,L] ≡ (−)k [dK,L]∆ (B.72)
In that sense, [K,L] is the derived braket of the Rihardson Nijenhuis braket while the Nijenhuis braket
diers by a total derivative. The expliit oordinate form an be read o from (2.49,2.51) (with only the p = 1
term surviving)
[K,L] = (−)kı
(1)
dKL+ (−)
kl(−)lı
(1)
dLK + (−)
(k−1)l
d(ı
(p)
L K) = (B.73)
= Km...m
j∂jLm...m
n + (−)kl∂mKm...m
jLjm...m
n +
−(−)klLm...m
j∂jKm...m
n − (−)kl(−)lk∂mLm...m
jKjm...m
n +
+(−)(k−1)ld
(
kLm...m
jKjm...m
n︸ ︷︷ ︸
ıLK
)
(B.74)
where the last part is non-tensorial due to the appearane of the basis element pi (see subsetion 2.1.2):
d(ıLK) = d
(
kLm...m
jKjm...m
n
)
= k∂m
(
Lm...m
jKjm...m
n
)
− (−)l+kLm...m
jKjm...m
ipi (B.75)
The remaining part oinides with the oordinate form of the Nijenhuis braket as given in (B.67).
One an niely summarize the algebra of graded derivations on forms as[
L
K
(k1)
1
+ ı
L
(l1)
1
, L
K
(k2)
2
+ ı
L
(l2)
2
]
=
= L[K1,K2]N+ıL1K2−(−)(l2−1)k1 ıL2K1
+ ı[K1,L2]N−(−)(l1−1)k2 [K2,L1]N+[L1,L2]
∆ (B.76)
C Some aspets of generalized (omplex) geometry
For introdutions into Hithin's [5℄ generalized omplex geometry (GCG) see e.g. Zabzine's review [16℄ or
Gualtieri's thesis [3℄. For a survey of ompatiation with uxes and its relation to GCG see Gra˜na's review [9℄.
C.1 Basis
In generalized geometry one is looking at strutures (e.g. a omplex struture) on the diret sum of tangent
and otangent bundle T ⊕T ∗. Let us all a setion of this bundle a generalized vetor (eld) or synonymously
generalized 1-form, whih is the sum of a vetor eld and a 1-form
a = a+ α = (C.1)
= am∂m + αmdx
m
(C.2)
Using the ombined basis elements
tM ≡ (∂m,dx
m) (C.3)
a generalized vetor a an be written as
a = aMtM (C.4)
a
M = (am, αm) (C.5)
There is a anonial metri G on T ⊕ T ∗
〈a, b〉 ≡ α(b) + β(a) = (C.6)
= αmb
m + βma
m ≡ (C.7)
≡ aMGMNb
N
(C.8)
with
GMN ≡
(
0 δnm
δmn 0
)
(C.9)
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whih has signature (d,-d) (if d is the dimension of the base manifold). The above denition diers by a fator
of 2 from the most ommon one. We prefer, however, to have an inverse metri of the same form
GMN ≡
(
G−1
)MN
=
(
0 δmn
δnm 0
)
(C.10)
As it is onstant, we an always pull it through partial derivatives. Using this metri to lower and raise indies
just interhanges vetor and form omponent. We an equally rewrite a in (C.4) with a basis with upper apital
indies and the vetor oeients with lower indies
t
M ≡ (dxm,∂m) (C.11)
a = aM t
M
(C.12)
aM = (αm, a
m) (C.13)
Note that in the present paper there is no existene of any metri on the tangent bundle assumed. Therefore
we annot raise or lower small indies. In ases where 1-form and vetor have a similar symbol, the position of
the small index therefore uniquely determines whih is whih (e.g. ωm and w
m
).
In addition to the anonial metri GMN there is also a anonial antisymmetri 2-form B, s.th. α(b)−
β(a) = aMBMNbN with oordinate form
BMN ≡
(
0 −δnm
δmn 0
)
(C.14)
Raising the indies with GMN yields
BMN =
(
δmn 0
0 −δnm
)
= −BN
M
(C.15)
BMN =
(
0 δmn
−δnm 0
)
(C.16)
We an thus use B and G to onstrut projetion operators PT and PT∗ to tangent and otangent spae
PT
M
N ≡
1
2
(
δMN +B
M
N
)
=
(
δmn 0
0 0
)
(C.17)
PT ∗
M
N ≡
1
2
(
δMN −B
M
N
)
=
(
0 0
0 δnm
)
(C.18)
PT a = a, PT ∗a = α (C.19)
C.2 Generalized almost omplex struture
A generalized almost omplex struture is a linear map from T ⊕ T ∗ to itself whih squares to minus the
identity-map, i.e. in omponents
JMKJ
K
N = −δ
M
N (C.20)
It is alled a generalized omplex struture if it is integrable (see subsetion C.4). It should be ompatible
with our anonial metri G whih means that it should behave like multipliation with i in a Hermitian salar
produt of a omplex vetor spae
26
〈v,Jw〉 = −〈J v,w〉 ⇐⇒ (GJ )T = −GJ ⇐⇒ JMN = −JNM (C.21)
This property is also known as antihermitiity of J . Beause of (C.21), J an be written as
JMN =
(
Jmn P
mn
−Qmn −Jnm
)
JMN =
(
−Qmn −J
n
m
Jmn P
mn
)
(C.22)
where Pmn and Qmn are antisymmetri matries, and (C.20) translates into
J2 − PQ = −11 (C.23)
26
In a omplex vetor spae with Hermitian salar produt 〈a, b〉 = 〈b, a〉 we have 〈a, ib〉 = −〈ia, b〉. ⋄
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JP − PJT = 0 (C.24)
−QJ + JTQ = 0 (C.25)
Here it beomes obvious that the generalized omplex struture ontains the ase of an ordinary almost omplex
struture J with J2 = −1 forQ = P = 0 as well as the ase of an almost sympleti struture of a non-degenerate
2-form Q with existing inverse PQ = 11 for J = 0. In addition to those algebrai onstraints, the integrability
of the generalized almost omplex struture gives further dierential onditions (see subsetion C.4) whih boil
down in the two speial ases to the integrability of the ordinary omplex struture or to the integrability of
the sympleti struture.
Beause of J 2 = −11, J has eigenvalues ±i. The orresponding eigenvetors span the spae of generalized
holomorphi vetors L or generalized antiholomorphi vetors L¯ respetively. This provides a natural splitting
of the omplexied bundle
(T ⊕ T ∗)⊗ C = L⊕ L¯ (C.26)
The projetor Π to the spae of eigenvalue +i (namely L) an be be written as
Π ≡
1
2
(11− iJ ) (C.27)
while the projetor to L¯ is just the omplex onjugate Π¯ = 12 (11 + iJ ) = G
−1ΠTG. Indeed, for any generalized
vetor eld v we have
JΠv = iΠv (C.28)
L and L¯ are what one alls maximally isotropi subspaes, i.e. spaes whih are isotropi
〈v,w〉 = 0 ∀v,w ∈ L (C.29)
(this is beause ΠTGΠ = GΠ¯Π = 0) and whih have half the dimension of the omplete bundle. As the anonial
metri 〈· · · 〉 is nondegenerate, this is the maximal possible dimension for isotropi subbundles.
C.3 Dorfman and Courant braket
Something whih seems to be a bit unnatural in this whole business in the beginning is the introdution of the
Courant braket, whih is the antisymmetrization of the so-alled Dorfman-braket. The Dorfman braket
in turn is the natural generalization of the Lie braket from the point of view of derived brakets (B.51)
27
[[ıa,d] , ıb] = ı[a,b] (C.30)
where [a,b] ≡ [a,b] +Laβ −Lbα+ d(ıbα) = (C.31)
= [a,b] +Laβ − ıb(dα) = (C.32)
= Lab− ıb(dα) (C.33)
To get a homogeneous oordinate expression, we dene
∂M ≡ (∂m, 0) ⇒ ∂
M = (0, ∂m) (C.34)
27
The twisted Dorfman braket is dened similarly via
[[ıa ,d+H∧ ] , ıb ] ≡ ı[a,b]H
Remembering that H∧ = ıH and using [ıa, ıH ] = ı[a,H]∆ = ıı(1)a H
, we get
[a,b]H ≡ [a,b]− ıbıaH ⋄
40
The Dorfman braket an then be written as
28
[a,b]
M
= aK∂Kb
M +
(
∂MaK − ∂Ka
M
)
b
K
(C.35)
or [a,b]M = a
K∂KbM + 2∂[MaK]b
K
(C.36)
Apart from the term in the middle ∂MaK , (C.35) looks formally the same as the Lie braket of vetor elds
(B.1). The Dorfman braket is in general not antisymmetri but it obeys a Jaobi-identity (Leibniz from the
left) of the form
[a, [b,c]] = [[a,b] ,c] + [b, [a,c]] (C.37)
Although the Dorfman braket is all we need, most of the literature on generalized omplex geometry so far
works with its antisymmetrization, whih is alled Courant braket
[a,b]− ≡ [a,b] +Laβ −Lbα+
1
2
d(ıbα− ıaβ) (C.38)
[a,b]−M = a
K∂KbM − ∂KaMb
K +
1
2
(
∂MaKb
K − aK∂MbK
)
(C.39)
and whih does not obey any Jaobi identity. As it is muh simpler to go from Dorfman to Courant, than the
other way round, we will only work with the Dorfman braket. On any isotropi subspae (ıbα + ıaβ = 0) the
two oinide anyway, i.e. they beome a Lie braket, obeying Jaobi and being antisymmetri.
We all a transformation a symmetry of the braket when the braket of two vetors transforms in the
same way as the vetors
[(b+ δb),(c+ δc)] = [b,c] + δ [b,c] (C.40)
δ [b,c] = [δb,c] + [b,δc] + [δb,δc] (C.41)
I.e. innitesimal symmetry transformations (where the last term drops) have to obey a produt rule. Similar
as for the Lie-braket of vetor elds, innitesimal transformations are generated by the braket itself. Let us
all the orresponding derivative, in analogy to the Lie derivative, the Dorfman derivative of a generalized
vetor with respet to a generalized vetor.
δb = Dab ≡ [a, b] (C.42)
These transformations are therefore, due to the Jaobi-identity (C.37) always symmetries of the braket. From
(C.33) we an see that the Dorfman derivative onsists of a usual Lie derivative and seond part whih ats
only on the vetor part of b by ontrating it with the exat 2-form dα
Dab = Lab (C.43)
Dαb = −ıb(dα) = b
m(∂nαm − ∂mαn)dx
n
(C.44)
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It is perhaps interesting to note that this notation of the partial derivative with apital index suggests the extension to a
derivative with respet to some dual oordinate
∂m ≡ ∂x˜m
We ould understand this as oordinates of a dual manifold whose tangent spae oinides in some sense with the otangent spae
of the original spae and vie versa. This might be onneted to Hull's doubled geometry [32,33,34,35℄.
To see that suh an ad-ho extension of the Dorfman braket is not ompletely unfounded, note that there is a more general
notion of a Dorfman braket (or Courant braket) in the ontext of Lie-bialgebroids (for a denition see e.g. [3, p.32,20℄). There we
have two Lie algebroids L and L∗ whih are dual with respet to some inner produt and whih both arry some Lie braket. (For
T and T ∗, only T arries a Lie braket in the beginning. For a non-trivial Lie braket of forms on T ∗ we need some extra struture
like e.g. a Poisson struture whih would lead to the Koszul braket on forms.) The Lie braket on L indues a dierential don L∗
and the Lie braket on L∗ indues a dierential d∗ on L. The denition for the Dorfman braket on the Lie bialgebroid L⊕ L∗ is
then
[a,b] ≡ [a,b] +Laβ −Lbα+ d(ıbα) +
+ [α,β] +Lαb−Lβa+ d
∗(ıβa)
The rst line is the part we are used to from our usual Dorfman braket on T ⊕ T ∗, while seond line is the orresponding part
oming from the nontrivial struture on L∗. Taking now L = T , L∗ = T ∗ and assuming that [α,β] and Lα and d∗ are a Lie braket,
Lie derivative and exterior derivative built in the ordinary way, but with the new partial derivative w.r.t. the dual oordinates
∂m, the oordinate form of the Dorfman braket remains exatly the one of (C.35,C.36), but with ∂M = (∂m, 0) replaed by
∂M = (∂m, ∂
m). ⋄
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In fat, it is enough for the 2-form to be losed, in order to get a symmetry. If we replae −dα by a losed
2-form B, the transformation is known as B-transform
δBb = ıbB (C.45)
Finally, we should note that the B-transform is part of the O(d, d)-transformations, i.e. the transformations
whih leave the anonial metri invariant. As usual for orthogonal groups the innitesimal generators are
antisymmetri when the seond index is pulled down with the orresponding metri. The generators of an
O(d, d)-transformation an therefore be written as [3, p.6℄
ΩMN =
(
Bmn −Amn
An
m β
mn
)
(C.46)
ΩMN =
(
An
m β
mn
Bmn −Am
n
)
(C.47)
In addition to the B-transform, ating with Ω on a generalized vetor indues the so-alled beta-transform on
the 1-form omponent
29
as well as Gl(d)-transformations of vetor and 1-form omponent via A. For onstant
tensors, the Lie-derivative is just a Gl(d) transformation. Therefore both symmetries of the Dorfman braket
are symmetries of the anonial metri G as well. For this reason the anonial metri is invariant under the
Dorfman derivative Dvwith respet to a generalized vetor v, whih we dene on generalized rank p tensors
using (C.35) in a way that it ats via Leibniz on tensor produts (like the Lie derivative) and as a diretional
derivative on salars
(DvT )
M1...Mp ≡ vK∂KT
M1...Mp +
∑
i
(∂MivK − ∂Kv
Mi)TM1...Mi−1KMi+1...Mp (C.48)
Dv(A⊗ B) = DvA⊗ B +A⊗DvB (C.49)
Dv(φ) = v
K∂Kφ = v
k∂kφ (C.50)
Ating on the anonial metri, one reovers the fat, that the Dorfman derivative ontains the isometries of
the metri
DvG = 2(∂
M1vK − ∂Kv
M1)GKM2 = 0 (C.51)
Comparing the role of Lie-derivative and Dorfman-derivative, the B-transform should be understood as an
extension of dieomorphisms. In string theory it shows up in the Busher-rules for T-duality ( [36, 37℄) and
an perhaps be better understood geometrially via Hull's doubled geometry [32, 33, 34℄ (ompare to footnote
28). The beta-transform is not a symmetry of the Dorfman braket as it stands. However, if we introdue dual
oordinates as suggested in footnote 28, the beta-transform would show up in the symmetry-transformations of
the extended Dorfman braket generated by itself.
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On an isotropi subspae L (e.g. the generalized holomorphi subspae) Courant- and Dorfman-braket
oinide and have the properties of a Lie braket. It is therefore possible to dene a Shouten braket on
generalized multivetors on
∧•
L whih have e.g. only generalized holomorphi indies (ompare [3, p.21℄). If
we use again the notation with repeated boldfae indies
A(p) ≡ AM ...M ≡ AM1...Mpt
M1 · · · tM2 (C.52)
we get as oordinate form for this Dorfman-Shouten braket[
A(p),B(q)
]
= pAM ...MK∂KB
M...M + q
(
p∂MAK
M ...M − ∂KA
M ...M
)
BKM...M (C.53)
29
The letter β for the beta-transformations does not really t into the philosophy of the present notations, where we use small
Greek letters for 1-forms (or sometimes p-forms) only, but not for multivetors. As the transformation is, however, ommonly
known as beta-transformation, we use a large β, in order to distinguish it from the one-forms β, whih are oating around. ⋄
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Taking the Dorfman braket of footnote 28, we get as Dorfman derivative of a generalized vetor c instead of (C.43,C.44) the
extended transformation
Dac ≡ Lac− ıγ(d
∗a)
Dαc ≡ −(ıcdα) +Lαc
I.e. the rst line is extended by a beta-transformation of γ with β = −d∗a and the B-transform of α (B = −dα) in the seond line
is extended by a Lie derivative with respet to α. ⋄
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In the rst term in the braket on the righthand side, the ∂M an as well be shifted with a minus sign to B,
beause in
∧•
L we have only isotropi indies in the sense that
AM ...MKB
KM...M = 0 (C.54)
For this reason, the Dorfman-Shouten braket has really the required skew-symmetry of a Shouten-braket[
A(p),B(q)
]
= −(−)(q+1)(p+1)
[
B(q),A(p)
]
(C.55)
On
∧•
L this braket oinides with the derived braket of the big braket, as the extra term with pM in (C.79)
vanishes beause of (C.54).
C.4 Integrability
Integrability for an ordinary omplex struture means that there exist in any hart dimM /2 holomorphi vetor
elds (with respet to the almost omplex struture) whih an be integrated to holomorphi oordinates za
in this hart of the manifold and make it a omplex manifold. Those vetor elds are then just ∂/∂za. Those
oordinate dierentials have vanishing Lie braket among eah other (partial derivatives ommute). In turn,
every set of vetors with vanishing Lie braket an be integrated to oordinates. The existene of suh a set
of integrable holomorphi vetor elds is guaranteed when the holomorphi subbundle is losed under the Lie
braket, i.e. the Lie braket of two holomorphi vetor elds is again a holomorphi vetor eld.
As the Dorfman braket restrited to the generalized holomorphi subbundle L ⊂ (T ⊕ T ∗) ⊗ C has the
properties of a Lie braket, we an demand exatly the same for generalized holomorphi vetors as above
for holomorphi ones. The ondition for the generalized omplex struture to be integrable is thus that the
generalized holomorphi subbundle L is losed under the Dorfman braket, i.e. in terms of the projetors
Π¯ [Πv,Πw] = 0 (C.56)
⇐⇒ [v,w]− [J v,Jw] + J [J v,w] + J [v,Jw] = 0 (C.57)
In the following two sub-subsetions we will show that this is equivalent to the vanishing of a generalized
Nijenhuis-tensor [3, p.25℄ of the oordinate form
31,32
1
4
NM1M2M3 ≡ J [M1|K∂KJ
|M2M3] + J [M1|KJK
|M2,M3] != 0 (C.58)
Realling that
JMN =
(
Pmn Jmn
−Jnm −Qmn
)
, JM
N =
(
−Jnm −Qmn
Pmn Jmn
)
, ∂M = (0, ∂m) (C.59)
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This looks formally like the generalized Shouten braket (e.g. [3, p.21℄) on
V• L (with L being the generalized holomorphi
bundle) of J with itself (see also the statement below (C.79)), but it is not, as J has neither holomorphi nor antiholomorphi
indies
ΠJ = iΠ 6= J
Π¯J = −iΠ 6= J
In fat, we get zero if we ontrat both indies with the holomorphi projetor
ΠNLΠ
M
KJ
KL = ΠJΠT = iΠΠ¯ = 0
The same happens for two antiholomorphi projetors. But we an projet one index with an holomorphi projetor and the other
one with an antiholomorphi one. This yields
Π¯NLΠ
M
KJ
KL = ΠJΠ = iΠ
Up to a onstant prefator the braket of Π with Π oinides with the braket of J with J . And like for the ordinary omplex
struture, where we have the Nijenhuis braket of the omplex struture with itself, whih has one index in T and the seond in
T ∗, we ould here take Π with one index in L and the other in L¯ and regard the braket as generalized Nijenhuis braket of Π with
itself. ⋄
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If instead the twisted Dorfman braket (see footnote 27) is used, one gets the integrability ondition for a twisted generalized
omplex struture with a twisted generalized Nijenhuis tensor. Consider the losed three form H = HM1M2M3t
M1t
M2t
M3
with
Hm1m2m3 the only nonvanishing omponents. The twisted generalized Nijenhuis tensor then reads
NHM1M2M3 = NM1M2M3 + 6HM1M2M3 − 18JM1
KHKM2LJ
L
M3
Like (C.60)-(C.63) this twisted generalized Nijenhuis tensor as well mathes with the tensors given in [19℄ if one redenes Hmnk →
1
3!
Hmnk . ⋄
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we an rewrite this ondition in ordinary tensor omponents, just to ompare it with the onditions given in
literature (for the antisymmetrization of the apital indies we take into aount that in the last term of (C.58)
the indies M1 and M2 are automatially antisymmetrized beause of J 2 = −1):
1
4
Nm1m2m3 = P [m1|k∂kP
|m2m3] != 0 (C.60)
1
4
Nn
m1m2 =
1
3
(
−Jkn∂kP
[m1m2] + 2P [m1|k∂kJ
|m2]
n − P
[m1|kJ |m2]k,n + J
[m1|
kP
k|m2]
,n
)
!
= 0 (C.61)
1
4
Nnm1m2 =
1
3
(
−Pnk∂kQ[m1m2] + 2J
k
[m1|∂kJ
n
|m2] + 2J
n
kJ
k
[m1,m2] − 2P
nkQk[m1,m2]
) !
= 0 (C.62)
1
4
Nm1m2m3 = J
k
[m1|∂kQ|m2m3] + J
k
[m1|Qk|m2,m3] −Q[m1|kJ
k
|m2,m3]
!
= 0 (C.63)
If we ompare those expressions with the tensors A,B,C and D given in (2.16) of [19, p.7℄, we reognize
(replaing Q by −Q) that our rst line is just 13A, the seond line is −
1
3B (using (C.24)), the third
1
3C and the
fourth line is − 13D. There, in turn, it is laimed that the expressions are equivalent to those originally given in
(3.16)-(3.19) of [15, p.7℄.
C.4.1 Coordinate based way to derive the generalized Nijenhuis-tensor
In this sub-subsetion we will see that alulations with apital-index notation is rather onvenient. So we
simply alulate (C.57) brute fore by using the expliit oordinate formula for the Dorfman-braket
[v,w]
M
= vK∂Kw
M +
(
∂MvK − ∂Kv
M
)
w
K
(C.35=C.64)
The brakets of interest are:
[v,Jw]N = vK∂KJ
N
Lw
L + JNLv
K∂Kw
L +
(
∂NvK − ∂Kv
N
)
(Jw)K (C.65)
(J [v,Jw])M = vKJMN∂KJ
N
Lw
L − vK∂Kw
M + JMN
(
∂NvK − ∂Kv
N
)
(Jw)K (C.66)
[J v,w]N = JKLv
L∂Kw
N +
(
∂NJKL − ∂KJ
N
L
)
v
L
w
K +
(
JK
L∂NvL − J
N
L∂Kv
L
)
w
K
(C.67)
(J [J v,w])M = JMN (J v)
K∂Kw
N + JMN
(
∂NJKL − ∂KJ
N
L
)
v
L
w
K +
−(Jw)LJMN∂
N
vL + ∂Kv
M
w
K
(C.68)
[J v,Jw]M = JKNv
N∂KJ
M
Lw
L + JKNv
NJML∂Kw
L +(
∂MJKNv
N − ∂KJ
M
Nv
N
)
JKLw
L +
(
JKN∂
M
v
N − JMN∂Kv
N
)
JKLw
L = (C.69)
= (J v)KJML∂Kw
L − JMN∂Kv
N (Jw)K +
+
(
JKL∂
MJKN + 2J
K
[N |∂KJ
M
|L]
)
v
N
w
L + ∂MvLw
L
(C.70)
The underlined terms sum up in the omplete expression to the generalized Nijenhuis tensor, while the rest
anels
0
!
= [v,w]M − [J v,Jw]M + (J [J v,w])M + (J [v,Jw])M = (C.71)
=
(
2JMK∂[NJ
K
L] − J
K
L∂
MJKN + J
MK∂KJLN − 2J
K
[N |∂KJ
M
|L]
)
v
N
w
L = (C.72)
= vN
(
3J [M|KJ
K|L,N ] + 3J [N |K∂KJ
|ML]
)
wL = (C.73)
=
3
4
vNN
NML
wL (C.74)
C.4.2 Derivation via derived brakets
Eventually we want to see diretly how the generalized Nijenhuis tensor is onneted to derived brakets. We
will use our insight from the subsetions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Remember, our basis t
M = (dxm,∂m) was identied
with the onjugate (ghost-)variables t
M ≡ (cm, bm). One an dene generalized multi-vetor elds of the form
K(k) ≡ KM ...M ≡ KM1...Mkt
M1 · · · tMk (C.75)
They are in fat just sums of multivetor valued forms:
KM ...M =
k∑
k=0
(
k
k
)
Km...m︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
n...n︸︷︷︸
k−k
≡
k∑
k=0
K(k,k−k) (C.76)
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The big braket, or Buttin's algebrai braket is then just the anonial Poisson braket
[K,L]∆(1) ≡ klKM ...M
ILIM ...M = {K,L} (C.77)
{tM , tN} = GMN (C.78)
The oordinate expression for its derived braket (ompare to (2.52,2.54)) reads
(−)k−1
[
dK(k),L(L)
]∆
(1)
= k · KM ...M
I∂ILM ...M − (−)
(k+1)(l+1)
l · LM ...M
I∂IKM ...M +
+(−)k−1kl∂MKM ...M
ILIM ...M + k (k− 1) lKM ...M
IJLIM ...MpJ (C.79)
with pJ ≡ (pj , 0) and ∂I ≡ (∂i, 0). In the ase were both K and L only have generalized holomorphi indies,
the p-term drops and this expression should oinide with the Shouten-braket on
∧•
L for the holomorphi
Lie-algebroid L (see e.g. [3, p.21℄ and footnote 31). For two rank-two objets, like the generalized omplex
struture J , this redues to
[K,d L]
∆
(1) = 2 · KM
I∂ILMM + 2 · LM
I∂IKMM − 4∂MKM
ILIM + 4K
IJLIMpJ (C.80)
whih reads for two oiniding tensors J
[J ,d J ]
∆
(1) = 4 · JM
I∂IJMM − 4∂MJM
IJIM − 4J
JIJIMpJ = (C.81)
(C.58)
=
J 2=−1
NM ...M + 4 pMt
M︸ ︷︷ ︸
= o (2.8)
(C.82)
where o = dxkpk = −d(dxk ∧ ∂k). We will verify this relation between the generalized Nijenhuis tensor and
the derived braket in the following alulation, where we alulate N using the big braket (C.77) all the
time. This braket is like a matrix multipliation if one of the objets has only one index. We will use this fat
frequently for the multipliation of J with a vetor
J v ≡ JMNv
N
tM =
1
2
{J , v} (C.83)
⇒ {J , {J , v}} = 4J 2v = −4v = {{v,J } ,J } (C.84)
{{v,J } , {J ,w}} = −4vKwK = −4 {v,w} (C.85)
If both objets are of higher rank, however, antisymmetrization of the remaining indies modies the result.
We thus have to be areful with the following examples
{J ,J } = 4JM
KJKM = −4GMM = 0 (! beause of antisymmetrization) (C.86)
{J , {J ,dv}} = JM
KJ[K|
L(dv)L|M ] 6= −4dv (C.87)
As mentioned earlier, the Dorfman braket (C.31) used in our integrability ondition is just the derived braket
of the algebrai braket. I.e. we have
[v,w] = [dv,w]
∆
= (C.88)
= [dv,w]
∆
(1) +
∑
p≥2
[dv,w]
∆
(p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
= (C.89)
= {dv,w} (C.90)
where the dierential d has to be understood in the extended sense of (2.9,2.33), namely as Poisson-braket
with the BRST-like generator
o = tMpM = c
mpm
loally
= d(xmpm) = −d(c
mbm) (C.91)
pM ≡ (pm, 0) (C.92)
dv ≡ {o, v} = ∂MvM + v
KpK (C.93)
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where pm is the onjugate variable to x
m
. We an now rewrite the integrability ondition (C.57) as
{dv,w} −
1
4
{d{J , v} , {J ,w}}+
1
4
{J , {d{J , v} ,w}}+
1
4
{J , {dv, {J ,w}}}
!
= 0 (C.94)
Remember that the Poisson braket is a graded one, and v,w and d are odd, while J is even.
Let us now start with applying Jaobi to the seond term of (C.94)
−
1
4
{d{J , v} , {J ,w}} = −
1
4
{{d{J , v} ,J } ,w} −
1
4
{J , {d{J , v} ,w}} (C.95)
so that we get
0
!
= {dv,w} −
1
4
{{d{J , v} ,J } ,w}+
1
4
{J , {dv, {J ,w}}} = (C.96)
= {dv,w} −
1
4
{{{dJ , v} ,J } ,w} −
1
4
{{{J ,dv} ,J } ,w}+
1
4
{J , {dv, {J ,w}}} = (C.97)
= {dv,w} −
1
4
{{{v,dJ } ,J } ,w}+
1
4
{{{dv,J } ,J } ,w}+
1
4
{J , {dv, {J ,w}}} (C.98)
It would be nie to separate w ompletely by moving it for the last term into the last braket like in the rst
three terms. We thus onsider only the last term for a moment and alulate it in two dierent ways (rst using
Jaobi for seond and third braket and after that using Jaobi for rst and seond braket):
1
4
{J , {dv, {J ,w}}}
1.
=
1
4
{J , {{dv,J } ,w}}+
1
4
{J , {J , {dv,w}}} = (C.99)
=
1
4
{J , {{dv,J } ,w}} − {dv,w} (C.100)
2.
=
1
4
{{J ,dv} , {J ,w}}+
1
4
{dv, {J , {J ,w}}} = (C.101)
=
1
4
{J , {{J ,dv} ,w}}+
1
4
{{{J ,dv} ,J } ,w} − {dv,w} = (C.102)
= −
1
4
{J , {{dv,J } ,w}}+ {dv,w} − 2 {dv,w} +
1
4
{{{J ,dv} ,J } ,w} (C.103)
Comparing both alulations yields
1
4
{J , {dv, {J ,w}}} = −
1
8
{{J , {J ,dv}} ,w} − {dv,w} (C.104)
We an plug this bak in (C.98) and leave away the outer braket with w:
0
!
= dv−
1
4
{{v,dJ } ,J }+
1
4
{{dv,J } ,J } −
1
8
{J , {J ,dv}} − dv = (C.105)
= −
1
4
{{v,dJ } ,J }+
1
8
{{dv,J } ,J } = (C.106)
= −
1
8
{{v,dJ } ,J }+
1
8
{d{v,J } ,J } = (C.107)
= −
1
8
{{v,dJ } ,J }+
1
8
d{{v,J } ,J }+
1
8
{{v,J } ,dJ } = (C.108)
= −
1
8
{v, {dJ ,J }} −
1
2
dv = (C.109)
=
1
8
({
[J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) , v
}
− 4dv
)
= (C.110)
=
1
8
{
[J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) − 4o, v
}
(C.111)
where we used
dv = {o, v} (C.112)
The integrability ondition is thus (explaining the normalization of N of above) as promised in (C.82)
N ≡ [J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) − 4o
!
= 0 (C.113)
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The derived braket [J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) indeed ontains the term 4o = 4t
MpM whih therefore is exatly anelled.
Preisely the same alulation an be performed by alulating with the omplete algebrai braket [ , ]
∆
instead of the Poisson-braket, its rst order part. Similarly to above, we have
J v ≡
1
2
[J , v]∆ (C.114)
⇒ [J , [J , v]∆]∆ = 4J 2v = −4v (C.115)
In ombination with (C.88) this is enough to redo the same alulation and get as integrability ondition (using
[J ,J ] ≡ −[dJ ,J ]∆)
N ≡ [J ,J ]− 4o
!
= 0 (C.116)
whih also proves that the derived braket braket of the big braket (whih is not neessarily geometrially
well dened) oinides in this ase with the omplete derived braket
[J ,dJ ]
∆
(1) = [J ,J ] (C.117)
As disussed in (B.53) and (B.55), throwing away the d-losed part orresponds to taking Buttin's braket
instead of the derived one. Remember that o = dxkpk = −d(dxk ∧∂k), s.th. do = 0. We an thus equally write
N = [J ,J ]B (C.118)
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